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Abstract 

This is a small-scale qualitative practitioner action research enquiry, conducted 

by a SENCO in a British secondary school. The project aimed to evaluate the 

use of Lesson Study as a method of professional development for developing 

high-quality, evidence-based, inclusive pedagogy. Participants were two 

Mathematics teachers, working with a year 9 class on solving word problems. I 

found that Lesson Study is appropriate for developing inclusive practice but 

suggest that for deeper impact and longer term effects, further research could 

investigate increasing the input of theoretical knowledge to enhance teacher 

learning.   
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1 CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE 

This dissertation is practitioner research using Action Research (AR) as a 

research methodology in order to evaluate the effectiveness of Lesson Study 

(LS) as a method of professional development for high quality, evidence-based 

inclusive pedagogy. It is highly relevant in the context of recent changes in 

Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND) policy. It is also relevant due 

to a trend of underachievement in Mathematics and the recent introduction of 

new GCSE examinations. I explore the importance of teacher self-efficacy and 

pedagogic knowledge in inclusive pedagogy. These are used as measures in 

the evaluation of LS. I argue that the importance of theoretical knowledge for 

inclusive practice has been overlooked and for a rebalancing of teacher 

development for inclusion. This is also a record of my professional growth as a 

newly- qualified special educational needs co-ordinator (SENCO), developing 

my skills in providing professional guidance to colleagues in teaching 

inclusively. The ‘action’ part of the research is closely examined in order to 

share lessons learned with others. When referring to students, I use the term 

students with Learning Difficulties (LD). When referring to the system or 

policies, I use Special Educational Needs and disability (SEND) rather than 

SEN because this is the modern use. When it was first introduced, it was SEN, 

only. Inclusion is a complex area - an extended introduction is included to 

properly contextualise this study. 
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1.1 Conceptual and policy-making contexts for the study - Inclusion 

and Special Education 

SEND and inclusion should be set within the broader field of education and a 

discussion of the purpose of education (Ekins, 2015). Biesta (2017:18–19) 

states that we cannot discuss the how of education, without deciding why we do 

it. He characterises education as a democratic and political process, with three 

purposes:  

1. Learning: knowledge and skills  

2. Socialisation: understanding cultural norms, values and traditions 

3. Personhood: The development of students as people who take action and 

bear consequences - who are critical and responsible 

These aims must be kept in balance or schools risk losing their ‘distinctive 

educational interest’; becoming attainment factories, subject to societal 

pressures. Positivist, performative views measure educational success primarily 

on learning and learning outcomes - this view currently dominates education 

(Ekins, Savolainen, & Engelbrecht, 2015). Democratic perspectives focus on 

socialisation and personhoods. They are about the development of the whole 

person, and teaching values such as diversity, tolerance and the rule of law. 

The division of these positions has led to deep splitting which runs through 

educational discourses and practice, causing conflict in the balance of 

educational purpose.  
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1.1.1 SEND and Inclusion 

There are tensions, rooted in social and medical models of disability, between 

Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND) and inclusion. They reflect 

conflicts between democratic and positivist views of educational purpose, 

above. Positivist traditions of science, medicine, and psychology engendered 

the ‘medical model’. It conceptualises disability as a problem within a person to 

be ‘cured’ with specific approaches (Connor, 2014). The democratic, post-

positivist ‘social model’ views disability and difference as social constructs; it 

argues that a focus on what is wrong with the individual has created a ‘deficit 

perspective’, encouraging blame of the individual and absolving society of 

responsibility (Ainscow, Howes, Farrell, & Frankham, 2003). Changes in the 

environment, rather than attempts to change the person should address issues 

of access and equality (Ainscow & Booth, 2011). SEND is linked with the 

medical model and inclusion with the social model but confusingly, policy, 

research, and practice often treat them as the same. This has created polarised 

perspectives on how students with learning difficulties (LD) should be supported 

in schools. The term ‘SEND’, introduced in the late 1970’s, abolished 

stigmatising medicalised categories and focussed on learning needs (DFES, 

1978). It was intended to ensure students with LD were properly recognised 

and supported in mainstream schools but this required categorisation (Norwich, 

2013). SEND policy gave rise to what Slee (2001:170) terms the ‘special 

education industry’: specialist professionals, specialised approaches, and 

research. Inclusive education came from the rights movement and is 

underpinned by values of equality, rights, democracy, participation, and 

diversity (Ainscow & Booth, 2011; Daniels & Garner, 1999). Rights-based 
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inclusion views SEND as propagating a deficit perspective: identification and 

categorisation of need reduce students to acronyms, lower expectations, 

minimise the importance of the individual context and propagate deficit thinking 

and deeper negative socio-political views around difference (Ainscow & Booth, 

2011; Florian, 2014a; Jordan, Schwartz, & McGhie-Richmond, 2009). Florian 

(2014:13) holds that special education ‘can never really be ‘good’ as long as it 

remains focused on what is ‘different’. However, this view risks homogenising 

learners and thereby removing choice and access to interventions (Cigman, 

2007).  

A central dilemma is the dilemma of difference:  

‘When does treating people differently emphasise their differences and 

stigmatise or hinder them on that basis? And when does treating people 

the same become insensitive to their difference and … stigmatise or 

hinder them on that basis?(Minow, 1990:20) 

1.2  Policy context 

In the last 20 years fast-paced changes in economics and social demographics 

have diversified school populations. The concept of inclusion has broadened to 

all learners at risk of social exclusion (Ainscow & Booth, 2011). SEND has 

become one of many areas of diversity (Norwich, 2013). Labour policies 1997-

2010 confused the issue – some explicitly linked inclusion  to identifying, 

placing and resourcing pupils with LD but others were about rights-based, 

universal inclusion (Ekins, 2015).  Ever-greater responsibility was placed on 

class teachers (Layton, 2005). In this period, education was increasingly 

influenced by business models; the growth of the standards agenda and league 
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tables increased accountability through attainment-based performance 

measures (Norwich & Eaton, 2014). Simultaneously, the evidence-based 

practice movement gained influence (Hammersley, 2005).  In 2006, a research-

informed House of Commons Education and Skills Select Committee report 

found that the SEND system was failing. Areas identified were the lack of a 

clear policy for inclusion, an outdated SEND system, the incompatibility of 

SEND and the standards agenda, wide variability in provision and a lack of 

training for teachers and school staff for supporting students with LD (House of 

Commons, 2006).  

In response to such issues, the UK education system is changing (Ekins, 2015). 

Schools have greater incentive to effectively support learners with LD and close 

progress and attainment gaps (Florian, Black-Hawkins, & Rouse, 2017). New 

National Curricula (DFE, 2014), GCSE Examinations and grading systems 

(Ofqual, 2014), and school performance measures (DFE, 2016) have been 

introduced since 2014. Attainment and progress are now given equal weight 

through GCSE attainment and progress 8 grades. In SEND reform, The 

Children and Families Act 2014 and subsequent 0-25 Special Educational 

Needs and Disability Code of Practice 2014 - referred to hereafter as ‘the 2014 

Code’ (DFE, 2015), claimed radical change in the SEND system (Norwich & 

Eaton, 2014). The 2014 Code reemphasises the primary responsibility of 

classroom teachers and the need for ongoing training:  

“The quality of teaching for pupils with SEND, and the progress made by 

pupils, should be a core part of the school’s … approach to professional 

development for all teaching and support staff” (DFE, 2015:93) 
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Norwich and Eaton (2014:127) argue that the real radical change was in the 

wider field of education. Although it retains the inclusive idea that students with 

LD be educated in mainstream schools, the 2014 Code minimises broader 

societal aims of inclusion and with ‘easy-going pragmatism’ side steps tensions 

between SEND and inclusion and variously calls for ‘inclusive’, ‘evidence-

based’ and ‘high quality’ teaching for learners with LD.  

1.3 High-Quality, Evidence-based and Inclusive  

‘High-quality teaching’ is an umbrella term – it comes from recognition of the 

complexity of teaching a diversity of learners in a period of intense global 

innovation and change, and encompasses all dimensions of teaching, including 

skills and knowledge for inclusion and evidence-based practice (Schleicher, 

2011). It is argued that high-quality teaching is effective for all students, 

including those with LD (Jordan et al., 2009). The terms ‘evidence-based’ and 

‘inclusive’ are essentially positivist and democratic (or medical model/social 

model), respectively and often set in opposition. I argue for a pluralistic view 

that they are not mutually exclusive but mutually beneficial. The current 

concept of evidence-based practice originated from criticisms of educational 

research (Hargreaves, 2007). It seeks to identify and publish ‘what works’ 

through rigorous, experimental trials and systematic research syntheses, 

focused on outcomes (Biesta, 2007). Issues are that positivist concerns with 

attainment and causality may ignore valuable qualitative studies and create 

imbalance in educational aims. It suggests a desire to ‘solve’ education, which 

is a dynamic system constantly open to change and debate (Biesta, 2007, 

2017). Contrastingly, inclusion has ‘come to be seen as self-evidently a ‘good 
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thing’’ like democracy or rights (Norwich, 2013:8). Mainstream placement of 

students with LD is policy. Although inclusive policies have a neutral or slightly 

positive effect on the progress of all students (Ruijs & Peetsma, 2009), 

inclusion lacks an empirically measurable definition – and has been challenged 

as a philosophical, not a practical approach (Göransson & Nilholm, 2014; 

Lindsay, 2007)1. Models of inclusion are often values-led, arguing that teachers 

start from a position of diversity, not difference. The goal of inclusion is building 

a fairer society; ‘disrupting education’s normative centre in support of improving 

education for all’ (Florian, 2014a:20; Slee, 2001).   

1.4 Pedagogic knowledge 

Pedagogy is: ‘What one needs to know, and the skills one needs to command, 

in order to make and justify the many different kinds of decisions of which 

teaching is constituted’ (Alexander, 2004:11). Reading suggests that there are 

two types of pedagogic knowledge:   

 

1. Theoretical/epistemic knowledge about: curriculum subjects, theories of 

learning and strategic approaches (Coe, Aloisi, Higgins, & Major, 2014; 

Norwich, 2013)  

                                            

1 The responses to Göransson and Nilholm (2014) were that difficulties in defining inclusion have led to 

different types of research and that there has simply not been enough research into inclusion in the UK. 

Greater flexibility in the research community is needed to build an evidence-base for something as 

complex as inclusion (Avramadis & Norwich, 2016; Florian, 2014). This tension between qualitative, 

context-bound research methods and positivist, quantitative empirical ones interestingly reflects the 

tension between inclusion and SEN.   
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2. Phronetic/craft knowledge of the context, individual learners and 

practical strategies (Black-Hawkins & Florian, 2012; Korthagen, 

Loughran, & Russell, 2006). 

 

Theoretical knowledge relevant to students with LD is knowledge of how 

difficulties (by need type or area of difficulty) may affect learning and of 

teaching strategies that have been shown to support learning and/or increase 

participation (Mitchell, 2014; Norwich, 2013). This type of knowledge is where 

‘evidence-based’ practice sits. Phronesis is the wisdom to decide on a 

pragmatic, ethical course of action in a given context. It is self-created and 

internalised (Korthagen et al., 2006; Mcniff, 2013).  Phronesis includes 

interpersonal knowledge of students and context and is generated through 

reflecting on practice (Black-Hawkins & Florian, 2012). This pragmatic/ethical 

knowledge is where many studies of inclusive practice are situated  (Black-

Hawkins & Florian, 2012; Spratt & Florian, 2014). These types of knowledge 

have been subject to theoretical democratic-positivist splitting but teachers 

need to use them concurrently in practice (Dudley, 2015; Eraut, 2000; Mintz & 

Wyse, 2015).  

 

A further split is between theories of learning and teaching. Learning can be 

seen as knowledge acquisition by the individual – acquisitional, or as co-

constructed with others - participatory. Again, we see democratic and positivist 

ideas and again, these metaphors cannot actually be split – learning is both 

individual-acquisitional and social-participatory (Norwich, 2013). Acquisitional 

learning theory leads to instructivist, teacher-led styles, often called ‘direct’ or 
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‘explicit’ instruction. This achieves strong understanding of facts, skill 

automaticity and abstract understanding, but not necessarily democratic aims. It 

is criticised for failing to develop conceptual understanding and the application 

of learning across contexts (Westwood, 2013). Participatory learning theory 

leads to ‘social-constructivist’ approaches that are learner-centred and employ 

group work, discussion, and problem solving. These approaches develop social 

skills and the application of learned skills to realistic situations (Westwood, 

2013). However, like inclusion, constructivism is challenged as principle, not 

practice – it lacks an evidence-base (Tobias & Duffy, 2009). Teacher training 

often does not  address theories of learning and associated approaches (Hattie 

& Yates, 2014).  

 

1.5 Teacher efficacy 

Teachers’ sense of self-efficacy – their ‘beliefs in their causative capabilities’ 

(Bandura, 1995:21) to teach all learners - is a prerequisite for positive attitudes 

to inclusion and the subsequent development of inclusive practice (Ekins et al., 

2015; Sharma, Loreman, & Forlin, 2012). Teachers internationally call for more 

training in teaching learners with SEND (Schleicher, 2011).  The divisions 

between positivist and democratic imperatives which have dominated 

educational discourse do not work in practice but have affected teacher 

training, practice and understanding. This will have contributed to teachers’ lack 

of efficacy in working with learners with LD. A high-quality teacher is effective in 

terms of pupil outcomes, but inclusive in approach. They need to balance the 

social and performative aims of education. Effective education for students with 
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LD requires episteme and phronesis. Teacher development is the key to 

educational change (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1992). Changes in practice lead to 

changes in understanding and values (Fullan & Hargreaves, 1992; OECD, 

2005). In order to develop inclusive, high-quality practice based on the best 

available evidence, teachers need to be empowered through accessing 

professional development (PD) with the right balance of knowledge and 

practice (MacFarlane & Woolfson, 2013).  

1.6 Enquiry Context 

The study was located in a medium–sized secondary academy for girls in 

London. The school has a stated inclusive ethos and is rated OFSTED 

‘Outstanding’. Figures for attendance, attainment, and progress are consistently 

above national averages. Many students have socially disadvantaged 

backgrounds; almost 20% are on the SEND register but only 0.8% have an 

Education Health and Care Plan. The majority have high-incidence, mild-

moderate LD. Progress of students with LD is extremely positive, also well 

above national average. Most subjects are taught in mixed-ability classes, 

except Science and Mathematics, which is loosely set from Year 7. In spite of 

excellent GCSE results, 22% of students did not achieve A*- C grades in 

Mathematics in 2016. The majority of them were students with LD. Students on 

the SEND register have historically made poor progress. Mathematics 

observations showed teaching was often direct, with no-group work or learner-

led activities, there were few useful displays, and resources were often very 

small and lacked images or colour. The study class were low set Year 9 with a 
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high proportion of students with LD. Teachers reported behaviour issues and a 

lack of engagement as key issues.  

1.6.1 Positioning the researcher  

I am a SENCO and specialist teacher. I believe all students are capable of 

learning and some benefit from specialist teaching. There is a place for 

specialised knowledge in schools - supporting the development of an inclusive 

practice that is respectful, effective and minimises difference. I consciously 

build positive relationships; students need to feel safe, confident, enjoy learning 

and overcome negative feelings about themselves or school in order to learn. 

Due to my Drama background, I am a charismatic teacher. I use a blend of 

explicit and constructivist approaches; metacognitive strategies, varied drill, 

discussion, group work, peer teaching and Assessment for Learning (AFL) to 

make lessons engaging and academically challenging (but realise this can be a 

difficult balance). My weakness is the use of individual practice and testing to 

measure the impact of my teaching. I deliver professional development (PD) for 

teachers for inclusion and SEN; usually through short presentations to large 

groups but sometimes seminars and small group discussions. I felt the training I 

was delivering was not changing classroom practice. A quality-assurance 

survey affirmed my feelings: staff responses indicated that they felt large 

training sessions were too short and rushed; positive comments related to 

seminars - talking about specific students was most useful. Teachers 

expressed a lack of confidence in some areas of SEND and inclusive practice 

and a desire for more specific, deeper training opportunities. I have been aware 

of the need for better quality provision for learners with SEND in Mathematics 
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for some years, but avoided addressing this through my own insecurities with 

the subject. Mathematics (like Literacy and SEND) is a subject where teachers 

often lack confidence unless they are a subject specialist (Beswick, 2008).   

1.7 Rationale 

Practitioner action research begins from a problem faced by a professional in 

their setting (Herr & Anderson, 2005). The problem: finding an effective method 

of PD to develop high quality, evidence-based, inclusive practice in 

Mathematics; PD that gives access to specialised knowledge and 

understanding of inclusive values.   

Lesson Study (LS) is a form of collaborative PD. It originated in Japan and is 

credited as a major driver for the strength of Japanese pedagogy in 

Mathematics (Lieberman, 2009). Although widely used in other countries, it has 

more recently become the subject of UK research (Cajkler, Wood, Norton, & 

Pedder, 2014). LS is a ‘Deceptively simple sequence of collaborative reflective 

practice’ (Dudley, 2015:5). It is simple because any teachers can do it and it 

requires no specialist training. A team of teachers plan, teach, observe, and 

reflect on a sequence of three lessons with a class. The focus is student 

learning, not teaching. In the UK version observations focus 2-3 case students, 

their feedback is collected in five-minute interviews following lessons and used 

to inform planning (Dudley, 2015). At the end of the process, participants 

produce an artefact to share with their school. It is deceptive because although 

cheap and quick (one cycle) it is incredibly flexible and evidence suggests it has 

profound impact on teacher learning and on pupil outcomes (Dudley, 2015; 

LSEF, 2016; Norwich & Ylonen, 2015). LS is appropriate for the development of 
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evidence-based practice because it allows experimentation with research-

based approaches and encourages risk-taking (Dudley, 2008; LSEF, 2016; 

Ylonen, Lang, & Dudley, 2015). It supports an inclusive approach because it is 

collaborative, can involve specialist staff and a focus on case students respects 

student voice (Norwich & Ylonen, 2015).  Gaps in LS research include: applying 

Lesson Study to the development of a general inclusive pedagogy (Norwich & 

Jones, 2012) and exploration of factors that help and hinder teacher learning 

linked to theories of effective teacher learning (Xu & Pedder, 2015). For 

inclusive practice, there is a need to evaluate effective ways to support 

secondary teachers to develop inclusive practice (Monsen et al, 2014) 

Figure 1 below shows the lesson study cycle I used.  

 

 
 
 

Figure 1: The Lesson Study Process 
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with school  
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1.7.1 Research Questions 

In evaluating the effectiveness of LS, I am looking whether it engendered 

change. Causality in education is hard to prove (OECD, 2007) but two variables 

that affect teacher quality, and inclusive and evidence-based practice are: 

- Teachers’ felt efficacy for inclusive practice 

- Their pedagogic knowledge.  

Throughout the LS I introduced and modelled evidence-based practices. 

Therefore, to answer the question:  

Is Lesson Study an effective method of PD for the development of 

high-quality evidence-informed inclusive pedagogy for secondary 

Mathematics teachers? 

I need to measure: 

- Does participation in Lesson Study effect a measureable change in 

teacher self-efficacy for inclusion? 

- Does participation in Lesson Study increase pedagogic knowledge?  

As this is an Action Research study, evaluating LS for practice development 

involves analysing its implementation for fair evaluation and for future 

considerations in the continuing cycle of research (Elliott, 1991). So my final 

research question is:  

- What factors might impact the effectiveness of LS as a method of PD 

for evidence-based, inclusive practice?   
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1.8 Chapter outline 

Chapter two presents the critical reading that informed the study. Chapter three 

presents my methodology, research design, and data collection methods. 

Chapter four presents results and discussion and chapter five presents: 

limitations and final conclusions.  

1.9 Conclusion 

This research is exploring ways to bridge divides – between positivist, 

evidence-based empirical research into approaches for SEND and the 

development of an inclusive pedagogy that works for all students in the class, 

coming from a person-centred and respectful centre. I believe that education is 

about nuance, flexibility, and balance - not polar extremes. I am investigating 

teacher education for inclusion looking for ways to create teacher learning 

opportunities through LS that deliver changes to teachers’ efficacy, knowledge, 

and practice.  
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2 CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This review locates my research in the fields of inclusion and teacher 

education. I explore high quality, inclusive and evidence-informed pedagogy, 

and effective pedagogy in mathematics for students with LD. I then examine 

factors affecting teachers’ self-efficacy for inclusive practice and consider LS in 

the context of effective professional development for evidence-based inclusive 

practice. I conclude with a summary of how my research will address issues 

raised by the review. There are no completely reliable measures of teacher 

quality or causal evidence of how pedagogy impacts on learning (Coe et al., 

2014). Studies gauge impact by different outcomes: attainment or progress e.g. 

Hattie (2005) or social outcomes e.g. Kalambouka, Pampaka, Omuvwie & Wo 

(2016). I have tried to reference robust research syntheses, qualitative studies, 

and thoughts from experts in the fields of inclusion, SEND, Mathematics, and 

teacher development.  

 

2.2 High quality teaching 

  

High-quality teachers maintain a positive classroom climate with a culture of 

success that rewards resilience. They use praise judiciously, have high 

expectations, attribute success to effort and their interactions with students are 

learning focused and effective. They are reflective and collaborate with 

colleagues and parents (Coe et al., 2014). Hattie and Yates (2014:12) add that 

teachers who engender most learning ‘see learning through the eyes of their 
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students’, they actively solicit student feedback and create trusting 

relationships. Research evidence shows teaching metacognitive strategies, 

increasing student talk, building resilience and giving quality feedback have the 

greatest impact (EEF, 2017;Hattie, 2015). High-quality teachers also use:  

 

- Effective questioning with appropriate wait time 

- Organised classrooms with smooth routines 

- Engaging and appropriate resources 

- Knowledge of students’ prior learning  

- Progressive introduction of new learning/scaffolding/structuring 

content 

- Reviews of previous learning 

- Dialogic teaching including class discussion and group work 

- Formative use of assessment 

- Modelling (strategies and answers)  

- Adequate practice time  

(Coe et al., 2014; Korthagen et al., 2006; Mitchell, 2014)  

2.3 Inclusive pedagogy 

It is argued that there is no SEND specific pedagogy (Jordan et al., 2009; 

Westwood, 2013). Norwich and Lewis (2005) found the majority of teaching 

strategies that benefit students with high-incidence, mild to moderate SEND in 

schools are already in teachers’ skill sets. Generic strategies used for all 

learners can be extended and intensified. They also found strategies developed 

for specific need types benefit other learners. For example the use of images to 
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support comprehension for a learner with Speech Language and 

Communication Needs (SLCN) also benefits learners with English as an 

Additional Language (EAL). This is supported by more recent reviews (Rix & 

Sheehy, 2014; Rix, Hall, Nind, Sheehy, & Wearmouth, 2009). Reviewers found 

the UK research base was limited, particularly for secondary age students. 

Explicit instruction has been found to be most effective in teaching students 

with LD to achieve automaticity in core skills (Norwich & Lewis, 2005; Swanson, 

2000). However, Rix and Sheehy (2014:470) identify ‘a pedagogic tension 

between a group-based approach to learning and a direct instruction model with 

grouping by ‘instructional needs’’. This is due to the inclusive imperatives of 

maximising participation and minimising difference. Westwood (2013) argues 

that effective direct teaching can address this through fast-paced lessons with 

lots of student teacher interactions all students can participate. Teachers should 

adapt their pedagogy along a continua of strategies from intensive-explicit to 

autonomous, pupil-centred methods (Norwich & Lewis, 2005; Westwood, 

2013). 

When I trained in 2007 I was told to differentiate for students. Differentiation 

implies ‘difference’ by its name. I didn’t know what to do; I labelled elements of 

my planning as ‘differentiation’ to tick a box. In my current context, the term has 

been replaced by ‘scaffolding’ (structuring tasks), ‘mastery’ (practice) and 

‘challenge’ activities (stretch for the more able). Each task should have three 

levels of difficulty, using a traffic light system – green amber, red (easy, 

medium, hard) and learners negotiate their starting point. However, teachers 

persistently report that they misjudge the demands of a task or simply don’t 

know what to do (Schleicher, 2011). Evidence-based practice approaches have 
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attempted to address this through ‘What works’ collections for SEND 

categories/difficulties: see: Brooks (2013) The Communication Trust (2015) and 

University of Warwick (2015). I have found them useful but there are issues 

with the strength of the evidence-base for some interventions and most non-

SEND teachers don’t know that they exist. Further, they often come from 

medical or psychological studies and are worded inaccessibly for classroom 

practitioners (Rix et al., 2009). Prescriptive intervention programmes such as 

The LIT programme (Hackney Learning Trust, 2017), Read Write Inc. (Miskin, 

2017), and Mathematics Mastery (2017) are also available to schools but I have 

found that they are prohibitively expensive, overly prescriptive and require a lot 

of time for training. They don’t often give the pedagogic rationale behind their 

approaches but often use a fast-paced interactionist explicit instruction 

approach which has influenced my practice. I have used such programmes, 

taken out the strategies, and aligned them with the mainstream curriculum but 

this took a long time and wouldn’t work for a mainstream practitioner.  

For SEND and inclusion, there are conceptual issues with evidence-based 

practice: 

1. SEND research requires categorisation and labelling, which creates a 

deficit perspective (Florian, 2014b) 

2. Specialised approaches disempower teachers, making them focus on 

knowledge they lack (Ekins et al., 2015; Florian, 2012) 

3. Teachers will place responsibility for learners with SEND onto 

specialists, such as SENCOs (Rouse, 2008). 
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Evidence-based knowledge in SEN equates to knowledge about SEND 

categories, associated difficulties, teaching strategies and identifying and 

assessing need. While a deficit perspective is a risk, to negate need categories 

is to negate the associated specialist knowledge about the how, what and why 

of teaching learners with LD. An inclusive approach foregrounds teachers’ 

values and their knowledge of their students in context – the moral why of 

teaching (Florian & Spratt, 2013). These are hugely important, but so are the 

findings of empirical research, which cannot be found without reference to need 

or difficulty (Mintz & Wyse, 2015; Norwich, 2013). Regarding the second point, 

continuous learning, reflective practice, and development are central to 

teaching (Korthagen, 2006). Learning specialised approaches can be seen as 

just another branch of teacher knowledge. It follows that increasing teacher 

understanding of inclusion and SEN will improve inclusive practice (Norwich, 

2013). Finally, a part of the SENCO role is to give “professional guidance to 

colleagues… to ensure that pupils with SEND receive appropriate support and 

high quality teaching” (DFE, 2015:108). In this way they can act as a mediator 

to ensure that evidence is sound and help teachers develop their practice.  

In efforts to operationalise definitions of inclusive pedagogy and address the 

dilemma of difference, Florian, Black-Hawkins, Spratt (2011; 2017; 2013; 2014) 

and others have developed ‘The Inclusive Pedagogical Approach’ (IPA). It is 

values-led, designed around core principles: It rejects ability grouping - 

students’ difficulties are reconceptualised as challenges for the teacher as 

opposed to ‘deficit thinking’ that the problem is within-child (respecting 

diversity). Teachers should design lessons with a selection of accessible 

choices– not differentiated tasks for some individuals. This solves the dilemma 
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of difference - offering support, without publically singling students out. 

Specialist support should be given to teachers outside the classroom (Spratt & 

Florian, 2014). It is allied to social constructivism from a democratic 

perspective: ‘inclusion is not viewed as passive and being ‘done to’ certain 

groups of children, but as a dynamic process that involves all children’ (Florian 

& Spratt, 2013:122). Norwich (Norwich, 2013: 96) challenges the IPA model as 

containing ‘false dichotomies’. The concept of ‘ability’ in IPA is allied to a fixed 

measure of intelligence. Yet ‘ability’ means ‘being able to do’. In education, it is 

intended to refer to pace of learning and the amount of support needed, not 

limits on intelligence. While all children can make progress, differences in ability 

will remain (Norwich, 2013). Additionally, it foregrounds phronetic knowledge of 

individuals and minimises the importance of epistemic knowledge about needs. 

It suggests that the SENCO/specialists should hold theoretical knowledge, 

which perpetuates the separation of SEND practice from the mainstream and 

the failure of teachers to take responsibility. It also side-lines scientific 

knowledge that could be useful – for example knowing that a student who has 

receptive communication difficulties requires slowed, deliberate speech (Mintz 

& Wyse, 2015). Most importantly, it polarises modes of teaching and assumes 

teachers will be disparaging towards or humiliate learners with LD: ‘critiques of 

‘deficit thinking’ do not distinguish between over-generalised, dismissive and 

demeaning use of disability and difficulty categories or labels and a respectful 

and positive identification of strengths and difficulties in a social context’  

(Norwich, 2013:98) 
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Mitchell (2014) presents an accessible range of evidence-based strategies, 

addressing pedagogy, whole school and intervention approaches within an 

inclusive philosophy. He suggests teachers: 

 

‘develop a repertoire of such strategies nested within your own 

philosophy, personality, craft knowledge, reflective practice, professional 

wisdom and, above all your knowledge of the characteristics and needs 

of your students and your knowledge of local circumstances’  

         (Mitchell, 2014:24)  

Norwich (2013:105) suggests conceptualising inclusive pedagogy as a 

continuum in which curriculum (what is taught) , strategies (how it is taught) and 

knowledge (epistemic and phronetic) range from generic (for all learners) to 

specialised (for groups or individual learners). Each element may influence 

another. Trialling a specialised strategy might add to a teacher’s store of craft 

knowledge; equally, knowledge of learners’ development could influence the 

choice or pace of curriculum topics taught. Alternately, each element can be 

adapted separately. The value of this view of inclusive pedagogy is that it is 

flexible and avoids splitting. It allows for skilled teachers to apply useful 

research and their own knowledge of individuals to create effective learning 

opportunities for all students. As specialised approaches move into the practice 

of mainstream practitioners, the inclusivity of teaching will increase (Norwich, 

2013).  
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2.3.1 What evidence is there of effective inclusive practice in 

Mathematics? 

As at the study school, there is a national trend of underachievement in 

Mathematics, with a widening gap between high and low attaining students 

(Lee, Brindley, & Garton, 2015). A negative emotional response caused by 

‘damage’ from poor teaching is often cited as possible cause (Lee et al., 2015; 

Mulcahy, Krezmien, & Maccini, 2014; Reusser, 2000). Slavin, Lake and Groff 

(2009) found that the mode of instruction has greater impact on learning than 

different curricula. Mathematics is structured and sequential – often 

engendering teacher-led pedagogy underpinned by acquisitional learning 

theory. This creates a danger of adopting a lecture-style of teaching, reliant on 

work sheets, which can lead to off-task behaviours and misunderstandings 

going undetected (Jones, Wilson, & Bhojwani, 1997). Constructivist approaches 

that emphasise a ‘discovery –learning’ approach have been roundly dismissed 

(Askew, Brown, Rhodes, & Johnson, 1997; Reusser, 2000). But there is strong 

evidence that strategies like discussion, group work, and manipulatives support 

conceptual understanding, progress, engagement, and confidence (Jones et 

al., 1997; Kroesbergen & Van Luit, 2005; Reusser, 2000).The current 

consensus is that high-quality teaching in Mathematics involves a blend of 

these approaches through ‘connectionist teaching’ (Pampaka et al., 2014). 

Connectionist teaching is dialogic - using discussion and group work to delve 

into pupils conceptualisations of Mathematics and identify misunderstandings. It 

focuses on methods rather than solutions and makes links between concepts 

and areas of Mathematics (Askew et al., 1997).  
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For students with LD, key issues in Mathematical learning are:  

- Poor basic numeracy  

- Processing speed 

- Fact recall 

- Difficulty organising abstract information and remembering processes 

- Working and short term memory difficulties 

- Problem solving and word problems 

- Understanding the language of Mathematics 

- Negative emotional response to Mathematics causing: anxiety, low 

motivation and engagement and confidence 

   (Chinn, 2016; Gersten et al., 2009; Jitendra et al., 2015; Mulcahy et al., 2014)  

Explicit instruction is most effective because it is so structured and sequential 2 

(Chinn, 2016; Mulcahy et al., 2014). New topics should be introduced using a 

connectionist approach; memory and automaticity should be supported through 

short timed tasks and engaging drill (Chinn, 2016). A key method is 

metacognitive strategy instruction - teachers model their thinking aloud and ask 

students to verbalise their thinking, make links to previous problems and 

consider appropriate strategies (Gersten et al., 2009; Slavin et al., 2009). This 

makes problem structures explicit and supports connections between areas of 

mathematics. It also allows teachers to hear and address misconceptions 

(Askew et al., 1997; Jitendra et al., 2015).  

                                            
2
 Much of the literature I found on Secondary Mathematics was from the US and focused on 

SEND, rather than inclusion. This may be because mathematical learning difficulties are less 
researched (Gersten, 2009) and also because students tend to be set by ability in Mathematics 
so ‘inclusion’ does not exactly apply. 
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The following techniques are also effective:  

- use of worked examples 

- schematic diagrams depicting the mathematical relationship among 

elements in the problem  

- explicitly teaching for transfer  

- manipulatives  

- sequencing problems from easy - difficult 

- scaffolded instruction for students using visual aids such as cue cards, 

posters, or checklists.  

- teacher and student think-alouds with interactive dialogue  

-  partner work  

Due to the frequency of co-occurring literacy problems, teachers should ensure 

students can access the text and teach terminology clearly; regularly review 

and display it and use reading comprehension strategies to attack word 

problems (Mulcahy et al., 2014). Poor attitudes and low efficacy of students 

with LD is linked to low attainment. A recent UK study showed Year 9 students 

had the lowest sense of self-efficacy and enjoyment of Mathematics 

(Kalambouka et al., 2016). This is consistent with teacher reports from the 

study school. To address issues of engagement and motivation, Kalambouka et 

al. (2016:706), concluded: ‘qualitative results in this paper also suggest that 

students with SEN may be particularly in need of more interactive, fun and 

connective learning, in order to feel motivated and therefore, potentially more 

engaged in mainstream classrooms’. Mulcahy et al., (2014:76) agree, 
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suggesting that ‘for a group of students who are marked by low levels of 

engagement, innovative experiences may be the key to success.’ 

2.4 Teacher efficacy for inclusion  

Most teachers value the principles of inclusion as morally right but do not feel 

they have the knowledge and skill to meet the needs of all students in their 

classroom (Avramidis & Norwich, 2002; Rouse, 2008).  Teacher attitudes to 

enacting inclusion are influenced by their sense of self-efficacy (Sharma et al., 

2012). Self-efficacy is a person’s belief in their ability to affect situations. It 

influences thoughts, feelings, motivation, and actions. If people feel ineffective, 

they will view challenges as personal threats and hold a negative view of tasks 

or situations; will focus on personal failings and barriers to achieving their goals 

(Bandura, 1995). Teachers’ felt efficacy affects the teaching approaches they 

choose and the classroom climate they create (Sharma et al., 2012). Research 

links high efficacy to positive attitudes to inclusion (MacFarlane & Woolfson, 

2013; Sharma et al., 2012). When teachers have positive experiences in 

working in inclusive classrooms, their attitudes are more positive (Avramidis & 

Norwich, 2002). It follows that if teachers do not feel confident, they will not hold 

positive attitudes towards inclusion.  

Factors that can affect teachers felt efficacy and attitudes are: 

- The type of need the child has  

- How supported they feel in terms of: in-class support, physical 

resources, information and  leadership  

- Preparedness through training 
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(Lindsay, 2007; Monsen, Ewing, & Kwoka, 2014; Rouse, 

2008; Sharma et al., 2012)  

The effect of need type on teacher attitudes often relates to those seen to 

cause disruption in the classroom (MacFarlane & Woolfson, 2013; Monsen et 

al., 2014). I have found also that teachers do not know much about high 

incidence needs like SLCN or Dyslexia either. Teachers need to develop 

practical and theoretical understandings of need categories in order to meet 

them effectively (Mintz & Wyse, 2015; Norwich, 2013). Monsen et al., (2014) 

found a causal link between perceived levels of support and teachers’ attitudes 

to inclusion. They also found that secondary teachers are significantly less 

confident in inclusive pedagogy due to conflicts with the standards agenda and 

a training focus on subject knowledge. They state that more research is needed 

to find ways of addressing this. In initial training, skills for inclusion are often 

taught as additional modules and not interwoven with studies of general 

teaching; learning about inclusion is added on, when approaches to ‘everyone’ 

need to be embedded in thinking and practice (EADSNE, 2010; Rouse, 2008). 

Forlin (2010), suggests that teacher education for inclusion has not kept pace 

with practical and paradigm shifts in inclusion. Experienced teachers may have 

gaps in knowledge (Winter, 2006). Further, poor quality training and negative 

experiences in teaching learners with SEND can adversely affect experienced 

teachers’ attitudes to and practice in inclusion (EADSNE, 2010; MacFarlane & 

Woolfson, 2013). These issues can be addressed through access to high 

quality professional development (PD) for inclusion (Florian, 2012; MacFarlane 

& Woolfson, 2013). People’s efficacy can be increased by:  
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- Mastery experiences – where they are successful  

- Social models – seeing someone else succeed 

- Social persuasion – being told by others that they have the skills and 

shown through the setting up of mastery experiences 

(Bandura, 1995) 

2.5 Effective professional development for inclusion – Lesson Study 

Effective PD should be personalised and oriented to teachers’ professional 

goals. It should be situated in their classroom context and the school culture 

(Fullan & Hargreaves, 1992). The literature suggests effectual factors are:  

- peer support 

- specialist support 

- planned meetings 

- ownership of learning in terms of choice and scope 

- respect for teachers’ starting points and areas for development 

- a focus on student learning and outcomes  

- exchange of knowledge – not a transfer 

- learning new techniques through mutual engagement  

 

                     (Cordingley & Bell, 2012; Sebba, Kent, & Tregenza, 

2012)  

These factors suggest democratic, constructivist approaches are most effective. 

In a meta-study of PD, Avalos (2011:18) concluded that cooperative learning is 

very powerful. “Therefore, to move from co-learning through talk to co-learning 

through observation and feedback is necessary as well as effective”. The 
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knowledge and skill of the teacher-educator is central (EADSNE, 2010). They 

need to set up opportunities for practice, reflection and draw theory-practice 

links. Their actions shape teachers’ learning and behaviour. Korthagen, 

Loughran and Russell (2006:1025), caution that ‘one does not learn through 

experience, but through reflection on experience’. Effective reflection means an 

examination of the assumptions that influenced practice. It is important that this 

is not rationalisation – reflection should raise further questions. Problems need 

to be examined from different angles. Shared problems in collaborative 

reflection, developed into assertions about practice can become common 

understandings (Loughran, 2002). Teacher-educators can model best practice. 

Loughran and Berry (2005), suggest that modelling ranges from implicit which 

has low impact to explicit which has very high impact. Explicit modelling means 

connecting exemplary behaviours to theory. Modelling practice and drawing 

explicit links to theory means that PD can maintain a balance between 

theoretical and practical forms of pedagogic knowledge.  

Recommendations for teacher education for inclusion share many of the 

features of effective PD. There is additional focus on making clear links 

between SEND policy and practice, so teachers are fully aware of their 

responsibilities under law and of the changing social paradigms that inform 

policy (Ekins et al., 2015; Florian, 2012). Opportunities should be created to 

develop both specialized knowledge and practical skills for inclusion, so explicit 

links can be made between SEND and inclusion theories and practice 

(MacFarlane & Woolfson, 2013). Further, PD that offers a ‘meaningful 

experience of teaching learners with SEN’, it is more likely to engender feelings 

of efficacy; offering a mastery experience for teachers (Ekins et al., 2015:11). 
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Kershner (2014) concludes that teachers need to understand: SEND as a 

complex, developmental construction, the importance of reflectivity in teaching 

pupils with LD, and the need for collaboration in sharing and creating context-

specific knowledge.  

Although often a secondary focus of research (Xu & Pedder, 2015), there is 

strong evidence that LS supports teachers’ professional learning and self-

efficacy (Dudley, 2015; Lewis, 2009; Lieberman, 2009). Due to its flexibility and 

the elements of shared reflection, planning and observation, LS enables the 

modelling of practice and drawing of theory-practice links and communication of 

epistemic knowledge in initial training (Dudley, 2015). The focus on case-

students and their feedback ensures a meaningful experience in teaching 

students with LD and a democratic inclusive approach. Finally, LS is enjoyable 

for teachers and allows autonomy and control of their own learning, 

personalised to their needs (Cajkler & Wood, 2015; Dudley, 2008; Lewis, 2009; 

Norwich & Jones, 2012). Research into LS often defines teacher learning 

outcomes via constructivist learning theory – teachers learn through their 

situation and through collaboration. Xu and Pedder (2015:48) state that more 

practice-theory links are needed to explain how LS ‘procedures and contexts 

support and contribute to...individual and collective learning’  

Though not widely explored, evidence suggests LS can support the 

development of inclusive practice; changing teachers’ self-efficacy and attitudes 

towards students with LD (Norwich & Jones, 2012; Norwich & Ylonen, 2015). 

Following involvement in a study using LS for assessment of needs, teachers 

identified new ways to enable learning, became more aware of barriers, and 
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referenced pupil difficulties less often (Norwich and Ylonen, 2015). Norwich and 

Jones (2012) evaluated LS as a method to support the development of 

inclusive pedagogy for learners with Moderate Learning Difficulties (MLD) at 

KS3. LS led to enhanced teacher and SENCO understanding of individual 

pupils’ and their needs, changes to pedagogy in response, creative thinking and 

enhanced pupil learning. Challenges they found in implementing LS were a risk 

of participants misunderstanding key processes and principles and reducing 

deep learning opportunities to procedure thereby devaluing the process. 

Although there is a good level of detail in the reporting, it does not provide 

details of how specialist knowledge was communicated to teachers by 

SENCos, or the balance of pedagogic knowledge (episteme/phronesis) that 

teachers gained. They concluded that there is much opportunity for further 

research into using LS to develop approaches for furthering inclusive practice at 

the universal level including applying evidence-based approaches. A London 

Schools for Excellency Foundation (2016) study into Mathematics education 

suggests that there is room to systematically evaluate the impact of LS when 

used to target areas other than Mathematics.  

2.6 Conclusion 

To conclude, the modern perception of a high-quality teacher is a multi-skilled 

professional with the capabilities to meet the needs of all learners. However, 

teachers are often ignorant of theories of learning and the application of 

psychological models to educational practices. Constructivist and explicit 

teaching approaches are both valuable but when social imperatives are 

considered in opposition to positivist outcome measures, these approaches can 
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become polarised. This false splitting runs through concepts of inclusive 

pedagogy that focus on the values of the teacher rather than their actions or 

knowledge. In Maths pedagogy, connectivist, explicit instruction has been 

proven to be most effective for students with LD and can be delivered 

engagingly, maximising participation and minimising difference. Possibly due to 

conflicting imperatives policy and practice or to the enormity of the job of 

teaching, teachers often lack efficacy in teaching students with LD. This can 

lead to negative attitudes and poor teaching. To address this, professional 

development needs to be constructivist and personalised, and allow for 

effective reflection and active engagement of teachers in the process. Teachers 

need to be made aware of laws and policy pertaining to SEND, they need 

access to specialist knowledge and practical training in adapting their 

pedagogy. Lesson Study is promising in this regard. Gaps this research aims to 

address are:  

- Effective ways to support secondary teachers to develop inclusive 

practice (Monsen et al, 2014),  

- The application of Lesson Study to the development of a general 

inclusive pedagogy (Norwich & Jones, 2012)  

- Exploration of factors that help and hinder teacher learning linked to 

theories of effective teacher learning (Xu & Pedder, 2015) 
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3 CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY AND METHODS 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter addresses research methodology, design, data collection tools, 

and analysis. I provide a rationale for my choice of research approach and 

discuss threats to reliability and ethical issues. The research method used is 

qualitative practitioner enquiry with an Action Research (AR) design. I chose 

AR because I have a dual focus - I am attempting to solve a practical problem 

in my professional context through action and researching the effectiveness of 

Lesson Study as a method of professional development. LS can be considered 

a form of collaborative research (Lewis, Perry, & Murata, 2006). However, I am 

evaluating its impact and need a wider research design to examine 

implementation, processes, and learning outcomes. This research aims to 

contribute to the body of knowledge about LS and teacher education for 

inclusion.  

My research questions are:  

 

Is Lesson Study an effective method of PD for the development of 

high-quality evidence-informed inclusive pedagogy for secondary 

Mathematics teachers?  

 

In order to answer this: 

 

- Does participation in LS effect a measureable change in teacher self-

efficacy for inclusion? 
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- Does participation in LS increase pedagogic knowledge?  

- What factors might affect the effectiveness of LS as a method of PD 

for evidence-based, inclusive practice?   

 

3.2 Rationale for Research Methodology  

I am responsible for the development of inclusive practice in my school - as 

specialist and teacher-educator, I needed to play a full role in the Lesson Study. 

AR celebrates this duality – through aiming to generate propositional 

knowledge and to contribute to deep personal and professional learning and an 

interrogation of the contextual circumstances of the researcher (Kemmis, 

McTaggart, & Nixon, 2014). This high level of contextualisation is shared by LS 

and by inclusion. They are all shaped by and shape the school context in which 

they are practiced. AR is designed to bridge the gap between theory and 

practice. It is suggested that LS has the same capabilities for education 

(Norwich & Ylonen, 2015) and  this is a central dilemma between evidence-

based  and inclusive practice (Norwich, 2013) - of key relevance to my 

research. This study is fundamentally about empowering teachers to revise 

their practice, improving outcomes for students and changing the way teaching 

and learning is developed at the study school. AR is based on a philosophy of 

professional autonomy and community-powered change (McNiff, 2013). AR 

also shares the emancipatory aims of inclusion:  

‘the purpose of critical participatory action research is to change social 

practices… to make them more rational and reasonable, more productive 

and sustainable, and more just and inclusive’ (Kemmis et al., 2014:2) 
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3.3 Research Design 

I have used Elliot’s ‘Revised version of Lewin’s Model of Action Research’ 

(1991:29) ‘ (Figure 2). I chose this model because it emphasises the need for 

continual analysis and research at each stage of reflection. It evaluates the 

effects of action and implementation. To evaluate LS for developing inclusive 

practice – I need to evaluate how well it was implemented (Elliott, 1991). The 

research design included four cycles of action research. Nestled within the AR 

cycle, is the LS cycle. Extracts are given Appendix 1, summarised below.  
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Figure 2: Elliot's revised model of Lewin's AR cycle (1991) 

3.3.1 Description of action 

The study involved two Mathematics teachers, two ‘case-students’ and myself. 

Prior to the study I conducted a literature review, a staff survey and collected 

existing school data about participants. I observed both teachers and they 

completed the ‘Teacher Efficacy for Inclusive Practice Scale’ (TEIP) (Sharma et 

al, 2012). After analysing initial data, I gave the teachers briefing on the history 
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of SEND and inclusion and laws and policies. I explained Norwich’s (2005) 

theory that inclusive practice is often an intensification and extension of normal 

classroom practice. I wanted the ideas and the push to come from the teachers’ 

at that stage, but also wanted to balance this with evidence-based practice. I 

gave them a paper: ‘Teaching Mathematics to Secondary Students with 

Emotional and Behavioural Disorders: Challenges and Practical Suggestions 

for Teachers’. Mulchahy, Krezmein and Maccini (2014). Although the case-

students have literacy-linked learning difficulties – not emotional or bahvioural 

difficulties, the paper fitted with the teachers’ lower confidence in managing 

behaviour and gave strategies which clearly outlined best-practice in Maths for 

learners with all types of LD (See Appendix 2 for initial training PowerPoint). 

We conducted an LS cycle following a similar structure to Dudley (2014) (see 

Figure 1) in three lessons over five days. The only departure was that we did 

not have time to do detailed planning as well as post lesson reflections, so we 

jointly planned the lessons, but the person teaching it made the power-points 

and resources. Lack of engagement, numeracy, literacy, poor problem –solving, 

and weak metacognition were the main issues identified. We chose to address 

cognitive difficulties of problem-solving and literacy through teaching the 

underlying structure of word problems using metacognitive strategies. We used 

dialogic, explicit teaching and practical activities to address engagement. 

Strategies fall in three categories (see Table 1) 

 
- Practical: Resources/ activities 

- Craft: Teacher actions  

- Design: Inclusive structural choices 
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Craft Design Resource-based 

1:1 support 

AFL whole class 

feedback 

Assigned role 

Check ins 

Discussion 

Graded  questioning 

Metacognition – explicit 

evaluation of strategy 

and link to objectives 

Think-aloud modelling 

Pupil voice 

Creative non-levelled 

open tasks 

Differentiated task choice 

Group work 

Mixed ability groups 

No writing 

Pair work 

Peer learning 

Whole class reading 

Modelled answers 

Authentic contexts  

Attractive, large 

resources 

Drill of key words/ 

comprehension (bingo) 

Cloze task 

Manipulatives 

Metacognition – 

(Checklist creation) 

Heuristic checklist on 

board 

Key word list 

Pre prepared grids 

Use of colour 

Visual reminder of 

picture task 

Vocabulary sheet 

Diagramming 

Table 1: Strategies 

Planning was shared: strategies were suggested or modelled by teachers and 

myself (Lesson PowerPoints to see resource-based and design strategies are 

in Appendix 3). Students were interviewed after each lesson. Their feedback 

and teacher observations were used to evaluate the lesson taught and plan the 

following lesson. I did detail planning (PowerPoint and resources) and taught 

L1. I also did detail planning for L2, which was taught by T1. L3 was planned 

and delivered by T2. At the end of the cycle of three lessons we shared a group 

reflective session and wrote a Lesson Study Report to share with the school. All 

LS discussions between the teachers were audio recorded and discussion grids 

were completed (See Appendix 3). The teachers then completed the TEIP 

scale again and I interviewed them about the process and their learning. I 

thematically analysed the data for developments in knowledge and changes to 

self-efficacy. I also looked for factors affecting the delivery of the LS. I used 

findings to evaluate the efficacy of LS as PD for inclusive practice. I discuss 

findings in the light of my research questions and reading.  
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3.4 Participants 

The participants are: me as SENCO/researcher (R) and two Mathematics 

teachers (T1 and T2). In the LS, two case students from T1’s Y9 low set 

Mathematics class were selected: HG and DA. All students in the class were 

achieving below age-related expectations in Mathematics. Mathematics is set in 

5 groups at the study school and the class is second from the bottom in ability 

groupings. I collected feedback from the whole class at the end of the LS. 

Details of the participants are shown in Table 2 below. 

Participant  Key details  

T1  
 

Role and 
responsibility: 
 

Second in Department of 6 teachers  
Line manages three members of staff 
Responsible for curriculum development, 
assessment and training new teachers  

Teaching Experience: 4 Years (all at study school)  

Prior knowledge of 
class:  

1 year of teaching them 6 x 50 minutes per week 

Rationale for 
participation 

Maths teacher 
Volunteer 
Experienced teacher  

T2 Role  School Direct (salaried) trainee teacher 
Responsibility: Teaching various classes across 
the year, currently bottom set Y10,  top set Y7 and 
middle attaining Y9 

Teaching Experience:  
 

1 year (training at study school) 
3 years as a teaching assistant (not at study 
school)  

Prior knowledge of 
class: 

6 weeks teaching and observation 
 

 Rationale for 
participation 

Maths teacher 
Volunteer 
New teacher  

R Role  SENCO  
Teaching small group literacy withdrawal KS3 and 
4 
Running Personalisation department 
Training staff 

Teaching Experience:  
 

9 years total  
3 years as Personalisation Teacher, 1 year as 
SENCO (at study school)  
4 years as a Drama teacher/Head of Drama at 
various schools 
1 Year PGCE training 

Prior knowledge of 
class/case students: 

Taught both case students and many others in the 
class literacy over the three years they had been 
at the school  
One observation of T1 prior to study 
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Case 
Student 

Key details  

HG Age:  14 

Mathematics 
attainment level at 
time of study 

4B (below target of 4A)  
Average class level 5B 
Year group expected level 6C 

Identified SEND SpLd Dyslexia 

Rationale for 
participation 

  

DA Age  14 

Mathematics 
attainment level at 
time of study  

4C (below target of 4B)  
Average class level 5B 
Year group expected level 6C 

Identified SEND  Speech, Language and Communication Needs 

Rationale for 
participation 

  

Table 2: Participant Details 

3.5 Research Design Issues  

As inclusion is not always accepted as a valid educational approach, AR is not 

always accepted as producing valid public knowledge (Wilson, 2013). It is 

incredibly hard to prove causality in educational research (Hammersley, 2002). 

The study was small-scale, short-term (just one lesson study cycle), context-

bound, used qualitative analysis of data and the researcher was directly 

involved. There are threats to internal and external reliability and validity 

(Evans, 2013). In external validity, the knowledge generated from the Action 

research may only be ‘situational’ - relevant to the school context and not 

‘propositional’ – more widely ‘true’. There is a danger of an ‘uncritical, context-

trapped position’ whereby the researcher does not look beyond their context 

and findings are narrow and not generalizable (O’Grady, 2011:198) Internal 

validity is how far the research questions were answered.  In internal reliability 

(replication of findings from data) the presence of the researcher in the process 

affects the data gathered and its analysis (Evans 2013). Herr and Anderson 

(2005:54) suggest that because AR is such a different form of research, it 

needs different measures of reliability and validity. They suggest the following 
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validity criteria: ‘outcome, process, democratic, catalytic, and dialogic’. Table 3, 

below gives a definition of these criteria and how I have attempted to meet 

them:  

Criterion AR Purpose How I have met them 

Dialogic Generation of new 
knowledge 

- Given a truthful, detailed description of the 
complexities I encountered so that it may be of 
use to other practitioners (Kemmis et al., 2014)  

- Linked my findings to wide critical reading (Wilson, 
2013, Herr & Anderson 2005).  

- Publicised the findings and products of my 
research so they are open to scrutiny (McNiff, 
2013). 
 The products of this research are:  

- This dissertation 
- The final Lesson Study Report – co-

authored with research participants (See 
Appendix 3)  

- A Lesson Study for Inclusion Handbook – to 
be used in the study school from next year 
(See Appendix 4)  

Outcome  Achievement of 
action –oriented 
goals 

- Detailed, balanced analysis of how far the LS was 
effective and how well conducted  

- Reflection and acknowledgement of complexities 
– revised plan for next steps (Appendix 1) 

Catalytic  Education of 
researcher and 
participants  

- Detailed research journal – documenting my 
learning (Herr & Anderson 2005)  

- My learning explicitly discussed in the writing and 
with a critical friend (Kemmis et al., 2014)  

- Learning of participants analysed through 
interview and triangulated with LS discussions and 
TIEP questionnaire (Wilson, 2013)  

Democratic  Results that are 
relevant to the 
setting and the 
participants  

- The LS was highly relevant to participants and 
context through personalised focus on practice 

- Done in collaboration: participants read and 
agreed my data analysis and interpretation 

- Detailed consideration of ethical issues (BERA, 
2011)  

- Results are relevant to setting and we will 
continue to develop the use of LS in school. (Herr 
and Anderson 2005)  

Process  Solid, appropriate 
research 
methodology  

- Ensured trustworthiness of data and analysis 
through sharing with participants (Kemmis et al., 
2014)  

- Triangulated findings between TEIP scale, 
interviews, discussions and lesson observations. 
(Wilson, 2013)  

- Used a critical friend to support me in data 
analysis and AR process 

Table 3: Research Validity 
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3.6 Ethical issues 

This research was conducted according to the British Educational Research 

Association guidelines (BERA, 2011:4)  ‘all educational research should be 

conducted within an ethic of respect for: the person, knowledge, democratic 

values, the quality of Educational Research, and academic freedom’. 

Stutchbury (2013) suggests a framework for considering moral issues including:  

- Ecological issues – consideration of the school context 

- Consequential issues – consideration of the effects of the research on 

participants, school and myself 

- Deontological issues – avoiding harm and wrongdoing 

- Individual issues – concerning respect of the individual and trust 

between participants  

 

Prior to beginning data collection, I considered these issues and obtained 

ethical approval from the university. This research was conducted from a 

position of respect for all participants as joint researchers in the process of the 

LS. To address ecological and consequential issues, I ensured anonymity for 

the school and the participants by not mentioning the school name and using 

coded initials for the participants. I wrote to the head teacher, case students’ 

parents, class parents, and teachers. I gave the head copies of all 

documentation and informed all stakeholders of the structure, aims and 

purpose of my research and of the use of data. All knew the data that I would 

collect for the study, methods used, that it would be anonymised, stored 

securely, and destroyed when writing was complete. I made it clear that only 

data from participating students and staff who had given informed consent 
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would be used. Any video/audio data from non-case students would not be 

included in the written dissertation and was stored securely before being 

destroyed. Whole class feedback was solicited anonymously and students had 

the right to withhold feedback. Parents gave signed consent on behalf of their 

children and teachers also gave signed consent. I met with all participants 

privately and explained the study and why they were being asked to participate. 

I gave students an accessible information sheet and the opportunity to ask 

questions and raise concerns. I ensured all participants knew that they had the 

right to withdraw at any time and reminded them of this at each stage of the LS 

cycle and interviews. They knew they could opt-out of any question they chose 

in questionnaires and interviews. 

A key deontological issue is my role in the research. It makes it vulnerable to 

my beliefs and biases (McNiff, 2013). This is ‘insider research in collaboration 

with other insiders’ as we are all teachers at the school. However, it is also 

‘outsider research in collaboration with insiders’ (Herr and Anderson, 2005). As 

SENCO, I am an outsider to the Maths department and although we are 

collaborating in the LS, my research is into possible effects of the LS on the 

participants. This multiple positionality raises ethical concerns about power-

balances between the researcher and the participants and the group within the 

setting (Herr & Anderson, 2005). 

 In order mitigate bias, I will place myself within the research: I have three roles:  

- A SENCO aiming to improve the quality of teacher training and 

subsequent practice.  
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- A Researcher hoping to apply LS to a new area in the UK and generate 

new knowledge 

- Participant/ facilitator in the LS.  

 

I asked a critical friend to discuss the development of the research and data 

analysis with me and kept a detailed reflective journal of the process to reduce 

any risk of over emphasising positive results and to support fair interpretation of 

the data (Herr and Anderson 2005). I have also used the same method to 

analyse my delivery of the LS as that of the participants. I have tried to 

approach this analysis in a reflective, intelligent, diligent and sincere way 

(Kemmis et al., 2014). As SENCO and researcher there was a risk of a power-

imbalance in the AR and in the LS. Taking on a ‘master’ role may have 

negatively impacted on teacher learning experience and led teachers to defer to 

me (Avalos, 2011;Ekins et al. 2015). I mitigated this by introducing Dudley’s 

(2014:7) ‘Lesson Study’ group protocol, which makes clear the democratic and 

respectful nature of the process and by actively respecting teacher’s 

contributions to the LS.  At the same time I needed to be prepared to challenge 

views and encourage reflectivity about inclusion (Beacham & Rouse, 2012). I 

tried to challenge teachers’ thinking through the use of questions supported by 

evidence, rather than declaiming any superior knowledge.  

There were also ecological and individual concerns about the risk of a power 

imbalance between students and the study group and the group within the 

school (Herr & Anderson, 2005). Although the focus of the study is teachers, 

pupil voice in LS mitigated the risk of ignoring students as stakeholders. Within 

the school, this was an autonomous group so we were not influencing other 
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staff or the school organisation - although the products of research have been 

made public to the school. My knowledge of inclusion and experience of 

teaching students with LD was valuable for my role as teacher-educator in the 

LS. However, the teachers in the study had quite different views on teaching 

and learning and relationships with students. While this meant we learned from 

one another, it also meant I needed to be balanced and not to judge ‘difference’ 

as ‘wrong’. I have shown my data analysis to both teachers and they have 

confirmed that it ‘rings true’ for them. This adds validity and redresses individual 

ethical concerns of trustworthiness. I am also aware how long it took me to 

learn how to teach inclusively, and how much learning I have done over the four 

years of SEND teaching. In measuring teacher change I have taken into 

account the short term nature of the study and the quality of the learning 

opportunity. 

In addressing ontological issues -  there was no risk of physical harm, but there 

was a slight risk of social stigma for case students. I informed them privately 

about their role, but informed the whole class about LS. When observing,  

teachers moved around the room, so they were not singled out. Students may 

have felt anxiety or embarrassment in being participants due to their 

educational needs. I minimised this by explaining that this was not the only 

reason they were chosen - they also give useful feedback. I informed them the 

focus of the study was the teachers and that there was no judgement of their 

behaviour or attainment in lessons. I ensured questions were focused on 

teaching and learning experiences; not their educational needs. Students were 

aware that their data was available only to the teachers taking part; their peers 

were unaware of their participation in the study. Teachers may also have felt 
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anxiety as I was looking at their sense of self efficacy. I addressed this through 

ensuring anonymity and sharing data analysis. Participants may have been 

embarrassed about being videoed. I offered to voice record only during 

interviews and lessons. When conducting interviews, I arranged a meeting time 

and private place with participants beforehand. I have shared the transcripts of 

interviews and planning meetings with relevant participants and sent teachers a 

final draft of this dissertation, which they have read and agreed to. I have given 

verbal feedback to students.  

3.7 Data collection methods 

3.7.1 Methods  

I used data collection instruments commonly used in qualitative research to 

understand the ‘constructions, values and beliefs’ of participants (Evans 

2013:145). Much data was generated through the LS cycle, which is useful; in 

AR it is important to record a faithful description of the process and felt 

outcomes of the research for the participants (McNiff, 2013). Table 4, below 

gives a list of the instruments used, steps taken and data collected. 

Unfortunately, several sessions were un-recorded due to equipment failure. 

These are indicated by the strike through text.  
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Table 4: Data instruments and methods 

Data Collection 
Method 

Type  Data collected  

Post LS interviews 
with teachers  

Audio recorded and 
transcribed 

Two transcribed semi-structured interviews 
of around 1 hour each (Robson, 2011). 
Questions were pre-prepared, but each 
interview followed participants responses 
(see Appendix 6 for a section and 
Appendix 5 for questions to T1).  

Teacher Efficacy 
for Inclusive 
Practice (TIEP) 
scale (Sharma et 
al, 2012)   

Likert scale 
questionnaire 

Teachers completed online via survey 
monkey pre and post lesson study.  

Group 
discussions:  
 

Audio recordings 
(choice of 
participants) 
transcribed 

Two transcribed discussions from the 
beginning and end of the Lesson Study and 
a fragment of a post lesson discussion.  
- Planning Lesson 1 (L1) 
- Discussing L1 (fragment) 
- Planning Lesson 2 – (L2)  
- Discussing L2 –  
- Planning Lesson  3 (L3)  
LS group reflection 

Observation 
Sheets   

Written notes by 
participants 

Observation sheets based Dudley’s (2014) 
proforma and adapted to include inclusive 
strategies. Notes were written by each LS 
participant (total 6) and typed up (See 
Appendix 3 for example)  

Lesson Study 
Documents 
 

Written notes 
Typed up 

-  Post Lesson discussion and planning 
record  
Lesson 1-2 

- Post lesson discussion and planning record  
Lesson 2-3 

- Lesson Study Group Reflection Record 
(post L3) 

- Lesson Study Group Report(See 
Appendix 3) 

Lesson Study 
Student Feedback 
  
 

Audio Recordings 
transcribed   
written feedback. 
Typed up  

Four 5 minute interviews with case pupils 
notes and transcriptions 
Anonymous feedback notes from whole 
class  
(See Appendix 3) 

Lessons  PowerPoints 
PowerPoints for the three lessons taught 
(Appendix 3) 

Introductory 
session 

Power point/ 
photographs of 
notes 

Powerpoint used in introductory session. 
Photographs of notes (Appendix 2)  

Researcher 
Reflective Journal 

Notes   Reflections on the process of research. 

Previous School 
Data  

School Data  Student progress data, staff surveys on 
inclusion and preliminary lesson 
observations.  
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3.7.2 Rationale 

The data addresses the umbrella question of whether LS is effective method of 

PD for the development of high-quality, evidence-based inclusive practice by 

measuring changes in self-efficacy and pedagogic knowledge. I used the 

interviews, TIEP results, group discussions, and observation notes to measure 

efficacy by looking for evidence of changed attitudes or perceptions, increased 

awareness of inclusion, or confidence. I also asked teachers directly about this 

in interviews. Negative evidence was measured through teacher references to 

barriers to inclusive practice (Evans, 2013). I used the interviews, discussions, 

and observation notes to measure changes in pedagogic knowledge by looking 

for contributions of new ideas, references to strategies, increased 

understanding of students, student learning or to the curriculum. In answering 

the fourth question about factors affecting the effectiveness of LS, I analysed 

my contribution to discussions – looking at how I was using language to teach, 

challenge, or encourage reflection. I also use teacher comments, my reflective 

journal, and LS documentation to give an overall assessment of the enactment 

of the LS.  

3.7.3 Data collection issues  

A practical issue is missing data. I had problems with equipment, which meant 

that of 6 discussions, only two were recorded fully. I have not included the 

fragment of reflection on L1 as it was too short to be useful. I also had issues 

with the sound quality in video-recording lessons, so it was impossible to 

transcribe them. The first discussion in planning L1 and the final group 

reflection were fully recorded and transcribed. This allows me to measure 
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change over time. However, the discussions have different purposes – planning 

and evaluating, respectively - so comparisons need to be treated with caution. 

In order to get an idea of the progression of knowledge and efficacy from 

another source, I have used teachers’ notes from lesson observations. These 

can be triangulated with evidence of learning or changes in felt efficacy from the 

discussions and interviews, where the presence of the researcher may have 

skewed responses (Evans, 2013). Teachers knew I would collect their 

observation notes but they evidence a more private (therefore less vulnerable 

to power-bias) narrative source (Taylor-Powell & Renner, 2003).  

Interviews pose threats to reliability. Interviewees may try to please the 

interviewer and say what they think they want to hear (Cajkler & Wood, 2015). 

Additionally, teachers 'may not be able to state what they have learned or even, 

in some cases, whether they have learned' (Erault, 1982:6). Another issue with 

semi-structured interviews is researcher-bias through leading questions, or poor 

question structure (Robson, 2011). Evans (2013) suggests that a researcher 

cannot help conducting ‘online analysis’ when conducting interviews – if, for 

example, it is clear that the respondent is uncomfortable with a topic, or wishes 

to elaborate something. I have addressed this by positioning myself in the 

research, sharing analysis with participants, and employing a critical friend. The 

observation notes and discussions are useful in triangulating data from 

interviews. Conclusions on self-efficacy are further balanced by triangulating 

results from the TEIP scale (Sharma et al, 2012) which is designed to measure 

inclusive practice, using inclusive terminology. It has been found a 

psychometrically dependable as a measure of teacher-efficacy (Park, Dimitrov, 

Das, & Gichuru, 2014). All recordings were audio, so I couldn’t include facial 
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expression in the analysis, but transcriptions are faithful to the speech (Evans, 

2013). In assessing factors that affected the success of the LS, I have to 

evaluate my role as a teacher-educator for inclusion. This leaves it open to 

bias. I have analysed my contributions using the same method as I did the 

participants (although with different codes). I can triangulate with teacher 

responses and asked a critical friend to check my analysis. My conclusions are 

also informed by my experience, which should be accounted for when reading 

findings and discussion.  

3.7.4 Method of analysis 

I used sociocultural discourse analysis (Mercer, 2004) because it incorporates 

the thematic coding of qualitative analysis and retains original dialogue, but 

allows numerical representation of the number of incidences of language or 

ideas across data. This can evidence learning over time (Mercer, 2004). To 

identify themes and codes, I used ‘content analysis’ (Taylor-Powell and Renner, 

2003). I generated inductive codes from my setting and literature review. I also 

allowed for deductive coding when unconsidered issues emerged (Evans, 

2013). Developments in knowledge were measured numerically through 

references to elements of pedagogy compared across time and qualitatively 

through how teachers articulated their understanding (See Appendix 6 for a 

section of coded transcript). Changes in self-efficacy for inclusion are 

evidenced through the TEIP scale and through changes in the ways 

participants used language and the tacit feelings this language illuminated 

(Jordan et al, 2009). They are also considered through illustrative examples 

(Evans, 2013). I began by generating codes under the three broad headings of 
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my research questions then divided the codes into themes and refined the 

number of codes to a manageable number for each theme.   

3.8 Conclusion 

In this chapter I explained my choice of Action Research as a methodology 

because I am an active participant conducting research into my setting. Details 

of my research design and a clear description of the steps I taken are provided 

as ‘rich description’ (OECD, 2007), to support the trustworthiness of my 

findings. The cyclical nature of AR has meant my reading section addresses 

issues found in enacting the LS. I will explain more fully in the discussion, 

below. I have addressed threats to reliability through researcher participation 

and potential bias by detailing how I have attempted to meet the AR validity 

criteria of: outcome, process, democratic, catalytic, and dialogic validity, 

suggested by Herr and Anderson (2005). I have also given a rationale for my 

data collection instruments – those commonly used in qualitative research and 

the instruments inherent in LS. I have acknowledged flaws in my data collection 

and threats raised by the instruments chosen. I have presented a detailed 

section on ethical considerations, including ecological, consequential, 

deontological and individual issues and explained how I have mitigated these 

through an open, honest, democratic approach to the research.  

4 CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the results of my data collection. I start by explaining how 

the themes and codes generated through analysis and content coding link to 
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the research questions. I then present the results. I address each sub-question 

in turn: teacher efficacy, pedagogic knowledge, and then enacting the LS. I will 

go on to discuss my findings with regard to the umbrella question, which seeks 

to evaluate LS as a PD for inclusive practice. I relate results and conclusions to 

my reading.  

4.2 Analysis themes and codes 

Each data-set provided different information to support answering the research 

questions. The Post Lesson 1 discussion (PL1) and TEIP scale compared to 

the Post Lesson Study Reflection (PLSR) baseline and then track changes in 

efficacy and knowledge. Analysing my contributions gave insight into my role as 

the teacher-educator for inclusion enacting the LS. Interviews gave more detail 

about efficacy, pedagogic knowledge and the enactment of the LS. They also 

provided an opportunity to explore negative evidence about LS or inclusive 

practice. I generated four themes based on the research questions:  

- Pedagogic knowledge  

- Efficacy  

- Barriers to inclusive practice 

- Enacting Lesson Study 

Codes and themes are given below. Research questions are indicated by 

numbers:  

1. Does participation in LS effect a measureable change in teacher self-

efficacy for inclusion? 

2. Does participation in LS increase pedagogic knowledge? 
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3. What factors might affect the effectiveness of LS as a method of PD for 

evidence-based, inclusive pedagogy? 

Discussions and Interviews 

See Appendix 8 for a tabular representation of total codes following analysis. 

 

Codes  Explanation  Research 

Question  

P
e

d
a

g
o

g
ic

 k
n

o
w

le
d
g

e
  

Strategies (how)  These codes evaluate pedagogic knowledge 

as given in the reading. ‘Strategies’ – 

suggestions, positive evaluations of new 

teaching strategies or awareness of tacit 

skills. ‘Students (learning)’ - links made 

between teaching and learning outcomes, or 

demonstrated interpersonal knowledge of 

students and understandings of how students 

learn including strengths, difficulties and 

barriers. Curriculum – discussion of what 

should be taught. Understanding inclusion 

– an understanding of the complexity and 

moral purpose of inclusion and theory-

practice links. 

2 

Students 

(Learning)  

Curriculum (what)  

Understanding 

inclusion 

E
ff

ic
a

c
y
  

Change  Change relates to indicators of changed 

practice or thinking as a result of the LS and 

indicates greater efficacy through a sense of 

‘being able to impact’ (Bandura, 1997). 

Ownership of the LS was measured through 

contribution of inclusive strategies. 

Perception of pupils measures a change in 

attitude towards them. Attitudes should 

improve as efficacy improves. Negative 

motivation – is about perceptions that pupils 

should want to learn and positive 

motivation when teachers’ recognised that 

they could impact on this. Teachers often 

seemed to apply emotional attributes to 

students- this indicated a lack of efficacy – as 

it is not something the teacher could change. 

Negative behaviour measured teachers 

judging behaviour as ‘bad’. Positive 

behaviour when they sought underlying 

causes or a sense they could influence it. 

Thinking from a students’ perspective 

(Hattie, 2015) suggests a more inclusive 

perspective. Reflective indicates 

consideration of past actions in the light of 

1 

Ownership 

Perception - 

emotional attribute 

Perception - 

motivation (+) 

Perception - 

motivation (-)  

Perception - 

Behaviour (+)  

Perception - 

Behaviour (-)  

Reflective 

Thinking from a 

students' 

perspective 
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new understanding.  

B
a

rr
ie

rs
 t

o
 i
n

c
lu

s
iv

e
 p

ra
c
ti
c
e

 
Time Time to implement inclusive practice came 

up repeatedly. Some strategies and 

approaches were considered difficult to use. 

There was debate about whether strategies 

we trialled would impact on 

outcomes/learning. Standards 

agenda/exams - new curriculum content, 

exams and results. A focus on why inclusion 

can’t be developed suggests low efficacy 

(Bandura, 1995) but also reflects on enacting 

the LS 

1, 3  

Difficulty of use 

Doubt in 

effectiveness for 

outcomes  

Standards 

agenda/exams 

E
n

a
c
ti
n

g
 L

e
s
s
o

n
 S

tu
d
y
 

Different 

conceptions 

Different conceptions -  teachers and I held 

different ideas. Assumed knowledge-  when 

I assumed teachers knew or understood 

something. Missed opportunities -  when I 

could have taken action and didn’t. The last 6 

codes all measure my actions in moving 

teacher learning forwards. Implicit and 

explicit modelling and theory- practice link 

to Loughran and Berry’s (2005) levels of 

teacher-educator modelling effectiveness.  

3 

Assumed 

knowledge 

Time concerns 

Missed opportunity 

Modelling (implicit)  

Modelling (explicit)  

Question 

Support/praise 

Challenge 

Theory – practice  

Table 5: Discussion and interview codes 

 

Observation notes 

Observation notes gave information on efficacy, knowledge and enacting the 

LS through teachers’ foci during lessons, what they considered evidence of 

learning and expectations of pupils and change over time.  

Codes were split into four themes:  

- Perceptions of pupils 

- Effectiveness of teaching 

- Non-learning focus 

- Looking at learning 
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Data source: Observation Sheets   

 
Codes  Explanation  Research 

Question/s 

T
e
a

c
h
e

r 
p

e
rc

e
p
ti
o

n
s
 o

f 
p
u

p
ils

 

High Expectations Expectation - drawn from 

Ylonen and Norwich (2012) 

teachers’ may have higher 

expectations of students with 

LD as efficacy increases. 

Pupils to ask for support – 

this arose through the data 

and it reflects the teachers’ 

perception that pupils’ should 

ask for help. Surprise is when 

teachers recorded unexpected 

student behaviour and 

develop knowledge of 

students 

1, 2 

Low Expectations 

Pupils to ask for 

support 

Surprise (T. 

Learning)  

 

E
ff

e
c
ti
v
e

n
e

s
s
 o

f 

te
a
c
h

in
g
 

 

Negative - Teaching Negative- teaching and 

positive teaching teachers 

views on pedagogy. Teaching 

impact refers to links made 

between pedagogy and 

learning. Engagement refers 

to observations of student 

engagement.  

2 

Positive - teaching  

Teaching impact 

Engagement 

N
o

n
-l
e

a
rn

in
g
 f

o
c
u
s
 

 

Emotional Attribute Emotional attribute is when 

teachers’ assumed an 

emotional reason for student 

behaviour. Learning 

behaviour – is when teachers 

record an action as evidence 

of learning i.e: taking notes. 

Behaviour focus relates to 

evaluations of pupils 

behaviour in the lesson. 

Emotional and behavioural 

foci should reduce as efficacy 

increases. Focuses on 

learning behaviours rather 

than learning may suggest a 

need to adapt LS protocols.  

3, 1 

Learning Behaviour 

Behaviour focus 

L
o
o

k
in

g
 a

t 

le
a
rn

in
g
 

Negative - Progress These codes all relate to a 

clear focus on pupil learning. 

Teachers may evaluate 

progress negatively or 

2 

Positive - progress 

Peer Support 
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Within pupil barriers positively. Peer support was 

referenced several times. 

Within pupil barriers means 

pedagogic knowledge of 

students’ difficulties. AFL is 

the use of non-formal 

techniques such as 

questioning, to gauge 

learning.  

AFL 

Table 6 Observation sheet codes 

 

4.3 Results  

4.3.1 Teacher self-efficacy for inclusion 

Baseline data for teachers’ self- efficacy came from completion of the TEIP 

scale Sharma et al, 2012) which measures efficacy in three domains: inclusive 

instruction, collaboration, and managing behaviour (See Table 7- detailed 

results in Appendix 7) Initial results showed both teachers were least confident 

in managing behaviour. In inclusive instruction they were not as confident in 

designing learning tasks for individuals. T2 was less confident in getting 

students to work in small groups and gauging student comprehension. This is 

consistent with findings from Ekins et al., (2015) that older, more experienced 

teachers had higher efficacy.  

 T1 T2  

Domain Pre Post Pre Post Total 

possible 

Inclusive instruction 30  33 29 31 36 

Collaboration 28 32 27 30 36 

Managing Behaviour 29 30 23 24 36 

Totals 87 95 79 85 106 

Table 7: TEIP Scale results 
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Efficacy results from PL1 and PLSR are shown in Figure 3, below. The 

greatest gains occurred for both teachers in change and reflectivity. This is 

most relevant between the PLSR and interviews. T2 showed more increase in 

reflectivity, positive perceptions of pupil motivation and a significantly higher 

tendency to think from a students’ perspective. T1 showed more commitment to 

change. Ownership, measured by contributions was unequal between the more 

experienced T1 and novice T2, in PL1, but was equal in PLSR. T2 contributed 

just 16% of comments in planning PL1, but 26% in the PLSR. This indicates 

T2’s ownership and confidence increased over the LS. 

Figure 3: Efficacy development 

Reflectivity, commitment to change and thinking from a students’ perspective 

are demonstrated in dialogue:  

“I would definitely place more importance on the way I present work to 

students…The observation tip for me was that it really matters.  How you 
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present the topic. How kids perceive it. What the environment is like. That really 

matters for SEN students. It didn’t matter when I was in school – I didn’t care 

what my teacher was like. I cared more about my material ... I just forget that it 

does really matter for some students.” (T2 Interview) 

T2 is reflecting on their teacher persona and on ways to increase student 

engagement. Relating current students’ perceptions back to their own 

experience of school demonstrates thinking from students’ perspective and re-

consideration of pupil motivation. T1 reflected on previous practice and 

committed to change the introduction of new topics, their explanations to 

students, and possibly the curriculum to increase access to and participation in 

learning. Both teachers showed ownership of inclusive concepts and 

demonstrated felt efficacy though a sense of being able to impact on learner 

outcomes. Findings of increases in teachers’ efficacy in discussions and 

interviews are supported by the results of the TEIP Scale (Sharma et al, 2012) 

(See Table 7). Following the LS, T1 felt more confident in gauging student 

understanding and both felt better able to design learning tasks taking individual 

differences into account and using group work (at the beginning of the LS, 

neither teacher was comfortable with group work). They both also felt better 

able to collaborate and showed slight gains in confidence in managing 

behaviour. When asked directly in interviews, both teachers reported that 

participation in LS had improved their general teaching practice, made them 

feel more confident and had given them more skills to meet the needs of 

students with LD.  
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Perceptions of students 

Changed perception of students indicates increased efficacy and the 

development of inclusive thinking (Norwich & Ylonen, 2012). Figure 3 shows 

that T2 had more positive perceptions of pupil motivation and their ability to 

impact on it in the PLSR and significantly more in interview. They felt more able 

to impact on students’ motivation but still held engagement as the major cause 

of underachievement in Mathematics and showed a tendency to see difficulties 

in learning as a consequence of students choosing not to work hard. T1 held 

negative perceptions of motivation and behaviour in PL1 and the PLSR, but 

more positive perceptions in interview. For T1, behaviour concerns continued:  

“The issue I would have with that is that at some stage they need to actually 

practice, then they might fall back to poor behaviour” (T1, Interview)  

Findings on efficacy based on perceptions of pupils can be triangulated with the 

analysis of the observation notes. See Table 8, below. 
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Observer T1  T2 R     

Theme Code  
Obs 
L1 

Obs 
L3 

Obs 
L1 

Obs 
L2 

Obs 
L2 

Obs 
L3 

Tota
ls % 

Te
ac

h
er

 p
er

ce
p

ti
o

n
 High 

Expectations 1   1 1 5 3 11 6.5 

Low 
Expectations 5 4 4 3   2 18 11 

Pupils to ask 
for support 2 2   1     5 3 

Surprise 
(change)    2   2   1 5 3 

Ef
fe

ct
iv

en
es

s 
o

f 

te
ac

h
in

g 

Engagement 3 1 4 4     12 7 

Negative - 
Teaching    1 1 2 3 1 8 5 

Positive - 
teaching  2 3       2 5 3 

Teaching 
impact   3 1 2 1 5 12 6.5 

N
o

n
-l

ea
rn

in
g 

fo
cu

s 

Behaviour 
Focus 3   2       5 3 

Emotional 
Attribute 5 1 1 1   

 
8 5 

Learning 
Behaviour 4 6 7 2 6 4 29 17 

Lo
o

ki
n

g 
at

 le
ar

n
in

g 

AFL 1 1 4 6 8 4 24 14 

Negative – 
Progress 3   1 2     6 3.5 

Peer Support  1 3         4 2 

Positive – 
progress   2   3 3 4 12 7 

Within pupil 
barriers 

   2 4  6 3.5 

  Total Codes 30 29 26 31 30 27 170 100 
Table 8: Observation Sheet analysis 

The data here informs all three research questions. Themes relevant to teacher 

efficacy are: ‘Teacher perceptions’ and ‘Non-learning focuses’. T1 often 

attributed emotional reasons – not reasons in the teaching - for students’ lack of 

engagement/motivation in both LS discussions. This is consistent with their 

observations, though there is a decrease in the second observation. T1 also 

expected that students should ask for help, rather than be helped. Both 

teachers recorded more low expectations than high expectations of pupil 
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learning, but there was a decrease in low expectations between the first and 

second observation. They also recorded negative behaviours in Observation 1 

but not Observation 2, which is consistent with more positive perceptions of 

pupil motivation in discussions and interviews where both teachers said their 

perception of the class was more positive.  

4.3.2 Pedagogic knowledge 

 

Figure 4: Pedagogic knowledge development 

Figure 4 shows changes in teachers’ pedagogic knowledge over the course of 

the LS. The greatest increase was knowledge of strategies, followed by 

knowledge of students and understanding of inclusion. Curriculum knowledge 

drops for both teachers. This may be because no planning was involved in the 

post LS reflection and interviews; curriculum content was not as relevant. T1 

recognised a need to include more literacy in the Mathematics curriculum in the 

PLSR and interview.  
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Knowledge of strategies  

The evidence-based strategies used are given in Table 1. The three types are:  

- Craft (teacher actions) 

- Design (lesson structure) 

- Resource-based 

In the PLSR, teachers valued craft and resource-based strategies more highly 

than design-based strategies. Overall, they seemed to feel that strategies that 

supported explicit teaching were most effective. Both teachers committed to 

adopting some of these strategies into their regular teaching. T1 placed 

importance on metacognition and T2 showed strong learning about student 

verbalisation, teacher modelling, and presentation skills. Both valued key word 

displays, heuristics, and diagramming. Neither teacher referred to many 

strategies by name – they tended to use general terms like ‘questioning’, 

‘checklists’ or ‘drill’.  

 In triangulating with observation sheets (Table 8), T1 was more likely to 

evaluate teaching strategies positively and to link them to impact on learning in 

the second observation. T2 was more critical of teaching, but comments were 

often relevant to learning.  

‘Was drawing triangle and circles to solve problems. It helped’   

      (T1, Observation 2) 

“I think the bingo was distracting. It didn’t seem to link to the rest of the lesson”. 

(T2, Observation 2)  
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T1 is positively evaluating diagramming (a resource-strategy) and T2 is 

reflectively questioning the bingo drill (a design-strategy). There was debate 

about the effectiveness of design-based strategies in terms of increasing pupil 

learning (see Figure 5):  

“I think in Maths, I think this is a natural thing, we would get more done if we 

just went through a worksheet… if I gave an example and we just did 20 

examples. That is definitely not fun. But going to the other extreme where we’re 

having fun and maybe don’t actually do a lot of Maths. It’s trying to find that 

middle ground” (T1, PLSR)  

“I’m not likely to use them [design strategies] because I think that you want to 

make every lesson count and it needs to be more concrete and consistent” (T2, 

PLSR) 

Repetition is seen to have more benefits for learners with LD, than more 

engaging activities. Teachers identify a conflict between engagement and 

practice. They didn’t see the bingo as drilling student comprehension of word 

questions (See Appendix 3 for Lesson PowerPoints). There is a clear 

perception that such activities take time away from learning.  

Knowledge of students  

Knowledge of students relates to phronetic, interpersonal knowledge, and 

epistemic knowledge of how students learn, including strengths, difficulties and 

barriers to learning. Figure 4 shows knowledge of students increased for 

teachers following the LS. Teachers highly valued student feedback; both 

realised that complex explanations and literacy in Mathematics can be barriers 
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to learning; that they often misunderstood the demands of learning tasks and 

needed to increase the explicitness of their teaching. They recognised the 

impact of teacher interventions and dialogue: 

“They need more teacher prompting, more scaffolded questions and I didn’t 

realise. I thought it was stupid to ask such easy questions . (T2, Interview) 

“I think I struggle to identify with the SEN students even what I think would be a 

very basic question, I now realise it is still quite a challenge for them.”   

(T1 PLSR)  

T2 showed more empathy for students with LD and the need to rethink teacher-

student relationships (Hattie & Yates, 2009). They realised that poor 

engagement can be misconstrued as a lack of ability and that positive 

behaviour can be misconstrued as ability.  

“ I found that, especially with DA, her attitude was quite negative, but it changed 

to be much more positive…Her attitude means that she is not as weak as we 

presumed she was.” (T2, interview) 

Findings from the observation notes show teachers shifted focus from non-

learning actions to student learning, (See Table 8). T1 was more likely to focus 

on learning behaviours, than use of AFL (concrete evidence of learning), but 

the increase correlates with fewer observations of behaviour or emotional 

attribution, demonstrating a focus shift towards learning. T2 recorded fewer 

incidences of learning behaviours in the second observation. This correlates 

with an increase in observations using AFL (actual evidence of learning). Both 

teachers were also surprised when student performance exceeded 
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expectations. However, neither teacher mentioned the specific learning 

difficulties of either student or identified approaches that addressed these.   

Understanding inclusion  

Figure 4 shows that T2 had more understanding of inclusive practice than T1. It 

was gauged though increased understanding of complexity, moral purpose and 

the drawing of links between theory and practice. Both teachers indicated a 

renewed sense of moral purpose following the LS and could articulate a 

definition of inclusive practice. They also understood the practical complexities 

– T1 focused more on merging design strategies into lessons and T2 was 

interested in craft strategies. There were fewer links made between theory and 

practice in terms of addressing individual needs, or the effectiveness of 

approaches to meet general categorical needs.  

4.3.3 Barriers to the development of inclusive practice 

Although efficacy and knowledge both increased, teachers identified barriers to 

their adoption of inclusive practice, citing: time, difficulty of use and the 

standards agenda. This is shown in Figure 5. For T1 lack of time and difficulty 

of use are the greatest barriers. T2 cited fewer barriers overall. Doubt in the 

effectiveness of the approaches we used was more of an issue. Time and 

difficulty of use were related more often to resource and design-based 

strategies than to craft strategies, which are perceived as easier to implement.  
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Figure 5: Barriers to inclusive practice 

There was a very real dilemma for T1 between effective teaching, time and the 

standards agenda. There is some acknowledgement of the benefits of teaching 

skills well, but time remains a barrier.  

“The whole class teacher does the basics. It seems quite clear… that’s the way 
to do it, but it just doesn’t seem like there’s time. Time is such a factor and 
there’s just so much to go through. Having said that I don’t want to refer the 
whole thing back to an exam, I can see now, clear benefits of the girls being 
able to do, like 24% of the paper really well as opposed to a lot of the paper not 
very well”  

(T1, interview) 

Both teachers acknowledged that they would adopt inclusive approaches, but 

the ones that took the least time and were easiest to integrate into their normal 

teaching style. They were most reluctant to adopt design strategies. They felt 

that they would like more practice in inclusive lesson and resource design in 

order to change those elements of practice.  
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‘I am sure that eventually I will find shortcuts and be more effective in terms of 

planning the right resources and having the right resources for these students’ 

(T2, interview)  

‘It would be quite good … just to have time to work on these strategies maybe 

half an hour, forty minutes to work on them with a small group, just to be able to 

practice it, then I would be more comfortable bringing that in into normal 

lessons.’ (T1, interview) 

4.3.4 Enacting Lesson Study 

Figure 6, below demonstrates changes in my contributions in enacting LS. 

There was an increase of different conceptions, where we had different ideas 

about assessment, pupil motivation, and teaching purpose. I assumed teacher 

knowledge in PL1, which led to confusion and missed opportunities to include 

pupil voice or deepen understandings in PL1, PLSR and interviews. My 

modelling was more often implicit that explicit. I used questioning to encourage 

deeper thinking and ideas more in PL1 than in PLSR, and most effectively in 

interviews. Challenging teachers and drawing links between theory and practice 

increased over time, evidenced in PLSR and interviews.  
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Figure 6: Enacting Lesson Study 

There were also structural choices in the design of discussion and observation 

guides, the importance placed on research knowledge and the level of 

independence expected of teachers which influenced outcomes.  

4.3.5 Conclusion 

 
Efficacy Knowledge Barriers Totals 

T1 51 60 37 148 

T2  52 68 11 131 

Totals 103 128 48 279 
Table 9: Total Codes 

To summarise, there were measurable increases in both teachers’ efficacy and 

knowledge, particularly in terms of the development reflectivity, ownership, 

commitment to change and the adoption of craft and resource-based strategies. 

Teachers valued explicit teaching. Table 9 shows that T2 showed greater 

development of efficacy and knowledge than T1. T1 identified almost four times 

as many barriers to the development of inclusive practice. There was less 

evidence of increased understanding of inclusion and changes in perception of 

pupils. Teachers did not make theory-practice links between SEND theories for 
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students or general learning theories and progress. My skill as a teacher-

educator for inclusive practice improved over the LS, but there were missed 

opportunities, different conceptions and assumed knowledge.  

4.4 Discussion  

4.4.1 Findings 

The study aimed to evaluate Lesson Study as a method of PD for the 

development of high-quality evidence-informed inclusive pedagogy in a 

secondary school. To achieve this, I measured developments in teacher self-

efficacy for inclusion and pedagogic knowledge. My finding is that LS appears 

to be an effective method of PD for the development of high-quality, evidence-

based and inclusive practice in this secondary school. This is encouraging for 

the continued exploration of the application of Lesson Study to the field of 

SEND and inclusion. Results showed that teachers’ felt that their efficacy and 

pedagogic knowledge had increased following participation, as suggested by 

Dudley (2015). They felt more confident and skilled to teach students with LD 

and also identified improvements to the quality of their general teaching. This is 

similar to findings by Norwich and Jones (2012). Teachers committed to change 

and showed greater reflectivity and empathy towards students. They valued 

student voice and gained understanding of how students learn through explicit 

teaching, awareness of barriers to learning and knowledge of strategies. There 

was a reduction in negative references to behaviour and motivation and 

evidence that teachers’ focus shifted onto the quality of teaching and learning, 

consistent with findings from Norwich & Ylonen’s (2015) study on using LS for 

assessment of LD.  
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4.5 Enacting Lesson Study 

In addition to measuring gains for teachers, I looked at negative evidence and 

explored factors that might affect the effectiveness of LS as a method of PD for 

evidence-based inclusive practice. Negative evidence can partially be explained 

by the short-term nature of the study – developments in practice take time and 

the LS was completed in two weeks. T1 identified more barriers to the 

development of inclusive practice and showed fewer improvements in their 

understanding of inclusion and fewer changes in their perception of pupils. 

Neither teacher made theory-practice links between SEND theories or learning 

theories and pupil progress. A key factor in the LS was my role as a teacher-

educator: there were developments in my questioning, modelling, challenge 

and theory-practice links that probably impacted on teacher learning and 

efficacy gains. However, I also missed opportunities, didn’t capitalise on 

different conceptions, and assumed teacher knowledge, all of which may have 

had negative consequences for teacher learning. There were also choices 

about the design of discussion and observation grids, the importance placed on 

research knowledge and the level of independence expected of teachers that 

can inform future developments in the use of LS for inclusive practice. LS is a 

form of evidence-based practice (Dudley, 2015); therefore subject to the same 

challenges in terms of accessibility, contextual variations, proper versus 

improper implementation and adaptation (Mitchell, 2014).  

When conducted over two weeks, an LS cycle is short and intense; the initial 

training session was of central importance to consequent learning. In it, I 

covered the LS process and gave an overview of key concepts, pedagogy, and 
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policy for SEND and inclusion. I had read about the IPA (Florian & Spratt 2013; 

2012) which minimises specialist knowledge and learner differences, to focus 

on craft knowledge and teacher beliefs, so the model of inclusion I introduced 

was about meeting the needs of all learners and ‘invisible differentiation’. I was 

very conscious of the need for democracy in the LS process and keen to avoid 

taking a ‘master role’ (Avalos, 2011). To avoid this, initial discussion of the 

needs of the class and case-students was inductive. I worked with the teachers 

ideas to identify priorities (see Appendix 2). I could have been more directive in 

this session and included SEND specific knowledge. The role of empirical 

research appeared to be to support choice of teaching method to address a 

problem (Dudley, 2015). We read a paper by Mulcahy et al (2014) containing 

many of the teaching approaches suggested in the wider literature on 

Mathematics teaching for students with LD, but we read it like a shopping list, to 

pick out strategies, rather than to inform a discussion of the rationale behind 

suggested approaches. We looked at student prior data and briefly looked at 

students’ personalisation profiles. We did not discuss theories of learning, 

evidence-based strategies for learners with LD, ourselves as teachers, our 

teaching styles, or our priorities for development. Following the LS, I found that 

these may have addressed challenges encountered in the process. A further 

practical issue that arose was how to observe learning (Cajkler & Wood, 2015).  

4.5.1 Epistemic knowledge 

When I began the LS, I had read Dudley (2015) who suggested that teachers 

learned via the modelling of tacit skills that happened in lessons and in 

discussions; reflection was built in to the process. Research on LS and PD 
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suggested an inductive approach, allowing teachers to set the agenda for their 

learning; that they knew their context, learners and personal development 

priorities best (Dudley, 2015; Cordingley & Bell, 2012). The fact the teachers’ 

did not focus on SEND type, doubted the effectiveness of approaches and 

showed smaller increases in their understanding of inclusion suggests that this 

may not be the best approach. It may be the case that focusing on students in 

the LS means teachers do not really engage with their own practice (Cajkler et 

al., 2014). This would mean that teacher learning has to remain a secondary 

focus (Xu & Pedder, 2015). However, teacher learning is essentially the same 

as student learning (Coe et al., 2014; Korthagen et al., 2006). Much of the 

teacher-education literature focuses on collaborative approaches that appear to 

be closely allied to ‘discovery learning’ and ‘situated cognition’ models of 

constructivism. When these approaches are used with young people, they are 

criticised for the ‘underlying assumption that key skills are acquired incidentally, 

not taught explicitly’ (Westwood 2013:56). If, (as I was) a SENCO was using LS 

specifically to develop evidence-based inclusive practice, there is room to adapt 

it to include more explicit links to epistemic theory in training and adapt the 

SENCO-as-teacher-educator-role to maximise learning through the use of 

explicit modelling (Berry and Loughran, 2005). 

4.5.2 The importance of evidence 

Teacher understanding was limited by not contextualising inclusion in wider 

educational discourses and giving a more detailed picture of the complexities of 

inclusive pedagogy (Kershner, 2014). Following the initial training session, we 

designed a lesson which included suggestions from Mulcahy et al., (2014). We 
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planned to use group work, heuristics and priming the underlying problem 

structure, through asking students to write and then solve one another’s word 

questions. We also agreed to use group work with specified roles for students. I 

did the detailed planning and taught lesson 1; modelling explicit, active 

teaching. I included tacit strategies, such as dialogic teaching, scaffolded 

questioning, and students reading from the board. I also added envelopes with 

instructions and manipulatives for each group and a brightly coloured 

PowerPoint with strong visuals. I thought teachers would pick up on the implicit 

modelling in the post-lesson discussion. T2 did pick out tacit strategies (such as 

questioning), but largely picked up on my enthusiasm and charisma. Teachers 

learned a lot less from modelling than I expected. Overall, T1 focused more on 

barriers to the development of inclusive practice and demonstrated less 

evidence of learning that T2. T1 is more experienced and it may be that more 

experienced teachers have had negative experiences and consequently hold 

less positive attitudes towards the inclusion of learners with LD (Macfarlane & 

Woolfson, 2013). However, I planned the detail of Lesson 2 for T1 to teach and 

they did not fully conceptualise the connectivist, direct teaching approach I was 

attempting. Their overall lower learning could be because they had less 

ownership of the process, but it is also because I had not given them a solid 

theoretical grounding (Mintz & Wyse, 2014).  

The lack of a theoretical framework and a thorough evidence-based rationale 

for the teaching methods we were using, led teachers to question their validity: 

‘R: So, talking and presenting, critical thinking and problem solving needs to come in? 

T2: Yes, that’s why it was erm… but you can do that in a lesson as well. 

 R:  It was a lesson.  
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T2: Yes! Ha ha… (All laugh)’ (R and T2, PLSR)  

 

The dialogue above shows the research lessons were not seen as ‘real’ 

teaching. Design-based strategies were challenged for difficulty of use and 

doubt in their educational efficacy. Prior to the lessons, teachers had wanted 

increased engagement and saw poor motivation as a major problem, but 

identified a conflict: Engaging lessons don’t teach. This is supported by the 

finding that teachers’ preferred resource-based and craft strategies to design 

strategies that required more radical changes to lesson structures and that they 

perceived a split between ‘fun’ and ‘learning’. Jordan et al., (2009) suggest that 

teachers need evidence of impact on learning in order to justify a change in 

practice. Not having discussed theories of learning and related teaching 

approaches meant I could not justify my suggested pedagogic approaches with 

reference to robust evidence and theory. They did not understand that while 

explicit teaching is essential for learners with LD, it can also be engaging and 

participatory (Westwood, 2013) and that engagement in Mathematics is key to 

learning (Askew et al., 1997). In the Lesson Study for Inclusive Practice 

Handbook I plan to include sections on high-quality teaching and theories of 

learning (See Appendix 4)  

4.5.3 SEND Specialist knowledge  

Though able to evaluate the impact of our chosen strategies on student 

learning, neither teacher drew many strong theory-practice links between SEND 

and evidence-based strategy choice. Based on the TEIP Scale responses, 

previous whole-school training and use of Personalisation Profiles, I assumed 
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teacher knowledge of the case-students’ learning difficulties. In PL1, I assumed 

they were familiar with the strategies on Personalisation Profiles, using them as 

a matter of course:  

“If we look on the personalisation profiles … I don’t think there’s anything we need to add 

except thinking time, really. Well basically it says the same thing. Err give thinking time, ask 

them to summarise, repeat instructions… all of that. So …” (R, PL1)  

This assumption meant that teachers made little reference to the specific needs 

of the case-students and showed a tendency to attribute difficulties to 

motivational or emotional factors. DA has SLCN and finds verbal articulation 

very difficult. In L1, I supported her by scaffolding questions. T2 recognised the 

effectiveness of the questioning but attributed DA’s difficulty to attitude or 

ability:  

“I remember you asked DA and she was really unwilling to contribute. She had that… defensive 

attitude like ‘like ‘Oh, I don’t know, I can’t do this because I can’t be bothered, not because I 

can’t do it’…And, you were insisting in a positive way and scaffolding the questions to her” (T2, 

interview)  

This is positive in that T2 attributed lack of motivation to difficulty with the task, 

not negative attitude (Givvin & Stipek, 2001) and also that they recognised a 

positive tacit approach, but it meant development of specialised knowledge had 

not been supported. DA’s difficulty was in formulating speech, not 

understanding the Mathematics. The LS may have had a greater impact on 

teacher perceptions of students had we focused more on the case-pupils needs 

initially and had I introduced category - specific SEND knowledge. This is the 

approach suggested in the Lesson Study for Assessment materials developed 

by the University of Exeter (Norwich, 2014).  
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4.5.4 SENCO as teacher-educator 

As teacher- educator for evidence-based inclusive practice, it is important to 

consider: teachers’ starting points, explicit modelling, opportunities for reflection 

and challenge. When completing the National Award for SEN Co-ordination, I 

was told: ‘Teachers don’t know what they don’t know’ with regard to inclusive 

practice. I used the TEIP scale to baseline teachers’ efficacy and observed 

them each teaching but there were surprises around different conceptions: we 

had different ideas about assessment, pupil motivation, and teaching purpose. 

For me, assessment meant AFL through observation, looking for the application 

of strategies to Mathematics, the exposition of thinking. For the teachers, it 

meant summative assessment: students successfully doing Maths. The initial 

session should have included questions like: ‘How do you teach?’, ‘What should 

they learn?’ and, ‘How will we know?’ This would have solved the issue of ‘How 

to observe’ which led to our recording learning behaviours initially, rather than 

actual evidence of learning.  

During the LS I felt that teachers couldn’t ‘see’ the inclusive approaches and 

strategies, though I added a question about strategies to the discussion grid, 

and they were listed on observation sheets (See Appendix 1 for my 

reflections). Part of the problem was with the type of modelling I was using. It 

was more often implicit that explicit and only later in the process did I start to 

make explicit links between theory and practice (Berry & Loughran, 2005). This 

development ties in with the need to begin initial training with a thorough 

exploration of theory. Questioning and discussion (as in the interviews) 

between an experienced and less experienced practitioner can support 
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effective reflection through problematizing assumptions; allowing teacher 

ownership of craft learning (Loughran, 2002). I used questioning to encourage 

deeper thinking and ideas more in PL1 than in PLSR, and most effectively in 

interviews. Reflection is also supported through writing about practice. LS 

encourages this through the LS report. It is important that all members of the 

team contribute. However, inclusive practice is also very personal and in the 

absence of interviews, I plan to include a self-reflective log in the LS for 

inclusive practice handbook (Appendix 4). Loughran (2002:35) wrote:  ‘A 

problem is unlikely to be acted on if it is not viewed as a problem’ regarding 

reflection. This raises the importance of challenge. Earlier in the LS process I 

was less likely to challenge teachers. Challenging teachers increased over 

time, evidenced in PLSR and interviews. I found this rather uncomfortable, 

which is consistent with Cajkler et al.’s (2014) suggestion that teachers may 

avoid the threat of direct conflict in LS. However I found it was necessary and 

important in support their learning and advocating for SEND.  

4.6 Conclusion 

In conclusion, LS proved highly valuable as a method pf PD for high-quality, 

evidence-based inclusive practice, but there were unforeseen challenges that 

impacted teacher learning. These might be addressed through the deliberate 

inclusion of theoretical knowledge, contextualising inclusion in general 

education and through deliberative actions by the teacher-educator in 

modelling, encouraging reflection, and being prepared to challenge teachers.  
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5 CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Summary and suggestions for future research 

This action research explored the value of lesson study as professional 

development for inclusive pedagogy. It qualitatively measured developments in 

pedagogic knowledge and self-efficacy for two participating secondary 

Mathematics teachers through analysing their contributions to discussions, 

observation notes, and semi-structured interviews. It also examined the 

implementation of the LS; measuring teacher-educator actions and examining 

LS procedures. I aimed to address gaps in the research for effective ways to 

support secondary teachers to develop inclusive practice (Monsen et al., 2014), 

the application of Lesson Study to the development of a general inclusive 

pedagogy (Norwich & Jones, 2012) and exploration of factors that help and 

hinder teacher learning linked to theories of effective teacher learning (Xu & 

Pedder, 2015). Findings suggest that Lesson Study is an effective method of 

professional development for secondary Mathematics teachers’ efficacy and 

knowledge and therefore their inclusive pedagogy. Teacher learning may have 

been enhanced by adapting LS protocols and teacher-educator practices for a 

greater focus on theoretic knowledge. The LS also raised issues about 

teachers’ prior level of knowledge about inclusion and developed my 

understanding of my role as a SENCO. The research is small-scale, qualitative, 

and short-term. It was conducted by a novice-researcher in one school and is 

therefore context-bound. I used ‘rich description’ and took an open, honest, 

democratic approach to the research in the hope that it will be of value to other 

practitioners and researchers. Further research in using Lesson Study for 
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developing inclusive practice should be larger scale with a more robust design. 

It could explore the reflective processes inherent in the LS, or look at 

developing pedagogic knowledge of specific need types, as suggested by 

Norwich and Ylonen (2014). Research could also focus on the role of 

theoretical knowledge in LS procedures and ways to maximise teacher 

learning. This is what I will continue to explore when using LS with new 

teachers in the study school next year.  

5.2 Personal reflections 

Conducting this research has reaffirmed my democratic commitment to 

education and my sense of efficacy in performative goals. It has given me a 

stronger sense of my professional roles as teacher and SENCO. Having 

developed my pedagogy through taking ideas from SEND research and from 

evidence-based packages, I didn’t know I had developed a style of interactive, 

explicit teaching until I researched pedagogy. This makes me more confident; I 

was partially operating on belief that my approaches worked. It was important 

for me to explore the epistemological foundations of these approaches both to 

validate my practice and to understand the purpose of my teaching in terms of 

learner outcomes. It also made me revaluate the importance of individual-

acquisition of learning. I will give learners more opportunities for individual 

practice in lessons. As a SENCO, the realisation that teachers’ were unaware 

of student needs in spite of training and profiles made me realise that to 

advocate for students with LD is broader than merely giving information and 

following administrative procedure. It means offering deep, reflective training 

opportunities and explicit modelling. It also means I need to overcome personal 
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doubts to challenge beliefs and have difficult conversations. I feel professionally 

‘stronger’ as a result of this experience.  

5.3 Contextual reflections 

The study has had largely positive outcomes for the participants and the 

context. Hopefully this has also benefitted students. As the study was so short-

term, negative impacts in terms of teacher time and cover costs were minimal. 

Following the presentation of our LS report to the staff, the senior leadership 

team asked me to trial it in supporting the development of new teachers from 

next year. The teachers who participated in the study have told me that they 

continued to find benefits after the study had finished. It led T2 to focus on their 

tacit skills in building relationships and questioning. They have also worked on 

designing accessible learning tasks. T1 has developed varied approaches to 

introducing new learning and developed a more interactive, connectivist 

approach. The research lessons and resources were shared with the 

Mathematics department and have been adapted for use with year 7 pupils.  

5.4 Education, inclusion and SEND 

My research was contextualised in oppositional educational discourses about 

the purposes of education. These discourses promote often conflicting positivist 

and democratic imperatives. As Biesta (2017) argues, education is a distinctive 

vocation with a powerful role in shaping society. In order to maintain its 

interests, it must balance democratic and performative goals - divides need to 

be overcome through the development of pluralistic ways of seeing. Effective 

education is about nuance, flexibility and balance, not polar extremes. 

However, to maintain its balance and purpose, education must remain open to 
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challenge and debate (Beista, 2017). Debates such as that between 

proponents of inclusion and special educational needs and wider education 

have led to positive change at all levels of education in improving learning and 

recognising the personhood of young people and the values we want in our 

society.  

Teachers are at the forefront of these changes. They are the people who 

deliver performative and democratic outcomes and should be active agents in 

educational reform (OECD, 2005; Fullan & Hargreaves, 1992). High-quality 

teachers are multi-skilled professionals. Their practice is informed by episteme 

and phonesis and they must use both in working with all young people. As I 

found through my experience as a teacher-educator: even for adults, learning 

doesn’t happen by itself. In order to realise inclusion and to improve education, 

teachers need to be given opportunities to develop both strands of pedagogic 

knowledge. This often means challenging ingrained conservatism (Herr & 

Anderson, 2005). Democratic debate should extend to their practice and 

problematize taken-for-granted assumptions. In the Lesson Study, I had no idea 

how alien our approaches would be to each other. At first, I was concerned, but 

I realised radical conflict was a good thing. It shook up our ingrained 

conceptions of teaching and learning  and of inclusion and partially realised 

Florian’s (2014) goal of inclusion moving into the centre of education:  

“Not to say that it wasn’t beneficial on the personalisation level. It clearly 

was. But I found that I was more struck by how beneficial it was just from 

a teaching point of view. Maybe because its’ the same thing” (T1, 

Interview)  
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Engaging in research like Lesson Study offers teachers opportunities not only 

to bridge the theory-practice gap, but also epistemological divides between 

performative and democratic purpose in education.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1:  
Extracts from Action Research Design  

Stage: reconnaissance Aim base-line teachers 
development needs 

Action Steps:  
1. Give ethical consent letters to 

parents, teachers and Head 
Teacher.  

2. Design a base-line questionnaire.  
3. Observe study teachers before the 

study.  
4. Design and deliver initial training 

session to teachers in preparation 
for the Lesson Study. Agree a focus. 

Outcome:  

I observed both teachers, prior to my study. There was a lot of teacher–led activity and a similar structure 
to their lessons: Student in, Date-Title-LO, Do now (a problem on the board, linked to what they were 
studying this was RAGed, but pupils had to start with Green and try for Red. It wasn’t choice) Feedback 
from do now – including student questioning and teacher modelling on the board. Very well broken down 
but often using algebra.  Then another example with a student chosen to come and try and then individual 
work. Ts then circulated to give 1:1 support to pupils or(T2 generally those who asked for help, T1 took a 
small group to a back table and asked his TA to support the others . Lessons ended with either peer 
marking or a student showing a worked example. Ts were working very hard to engage class and students 
were apathetic, slow, tired. In interviews after the lesson, teachers were able to explain their choice of 
action in terms of perceived need of the students.  

I felt that some very important elements of inclusive practice were missing – pupil ownership, co-
construction of the learning, CHOICE of activity, use of groups/peer learning, Interdependence between 
teachers and learners, and formative assessment. I also thought about evidenced-based practice – my 
training has been about inclusive practice, but also evidence based practice in classrooms. HOWEVER – I 
wanted this to be an inductive process, so will leave teachers to decide on research focus.  

Using the results of the TEIP scale and also research into LS and other forms of JPD from critical reading, 
I planned an introductory session. It was one hour after school. We created a mind- map about barriers to 
learning Maths. I also gave the two teachers briefing on the history of inclusion and the laws and policies 
pertaining to it. I explained Norwich’s (2005) theory that inclusive practice is often and intensification and 
extension of normal classroom practice. I wanted the ideas and the push to come from the teachers’ at 
that stage,  also, I wanted to explore the idea of ‘Access to HQ research improving Teaching….’ so I gave 
them a paper: ‘Teaching Mathematics to Secondary Students with Emotional and Behavioural Disorders: 
Challenges and Practical Suggestions for Teachers’ Mulchahy, Krezmein and Maccini (2014) which, 
although the students we are targeting have more literacy-linked learning difficulties, this fitted with the 
teachers’ lower confidence in managing behaviour and gives lots of strategies which are inclusive and 
relevant to all secondary age students who are struggling in Maths. 

Stage: Reflection after cycle 1  Aim: to evaluate action and 
revise plan 

Action Steps:  

1. Plan Lesson 2 
2. Teach and then reflect on L1 

with Teachers observing, and 
pupils. 

3. Make the Ppt, resources and 
detailed planning for L1 

4. Meet with teachers, agree a 
focus and plan L1 

There was no time to interview teachers prior to the LS. They did complete TIEP (attitudes) survey. I need 
more structure for planning lessons and discussion. Observation proformas seem to be working OK but 
teachers were not in and close to the pupils to properly observe their learning. We discussed this, and 
agreed that we would move around the room more, during the second lesson. Pupil interview structure is 
great. Another problem was that I had not designed the structure for the discussion following the 
observation with enough accuracy and time was a huge factor. I felt that teachers we not drilling down into 
the effectiveness of inclusive strategies, perhaps they are not integral enough in the discussion sheet? 
They seem to see them as shallow ‘fun’ and not impacting on actual learning. This is concerning (or are 
these teachers correct? ) I am concerned about the teacher learning.. 
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 In Maths learning – BIDMAS (Order of operations) is irrelevant, because you basically have to do the 
operations in the order they appear in the question – comment from T1. At this point I found ‘Lesson Study 
for Assessment’ from the University of Exeter. I looked at the discussion proformas and revised the ones 
we were using. I didn’t have time for detailed reading, but noticed that there is a robust structure for 
collecting data about the pupils before the LS is conducted. This would have been very useful to do at the 
start of this process. 

Stage. Reflection on Cycle 3 Aim:  So evaluate the process 
of LS  

Action Steps 

1. Make the Ppt, resources and 
detailed planning for L2 

2. Redesign Discussion Proformas 
to highlight inclusive practice for 
Reflection on L2 and Planning L3 

3. Observe and then reflect on L2 
with Teachers observing, and 
pupils. Plan Lesson 3 

 

The observation proforma is very hard to use while getting in and closely observing the two focus 
students. I struggled to write notes. I think it is covering too many strategies? It is hard to link it to a clear 
prediction of response. I wanted to have it before the lesson to make my predictions. Amended discussion 
grid was much more useful. Teachers are still not seeing some strategies as strategies. They are not 
doing what I consider to be the basics – such as stopping and facing the class and waiting for everyone’s 
attn. before giving instructions, always having a student read out a problem/ give an explanation. T1 was 
not really prepped for the lesson, because I did all the detailed planning. Pupil feedback was not as 
positive, with more confusion. BEH in the lesson was a bit tricky. Recording equipment failed in the lesson 
and subsequent discussion. How can I encourage teachers to reflect more on their tacit knowledge/skills 
and formal learning? Lack of video is not helpful, here. 

Stage: Final reflection on 
Action Research process  

Aim:  To evaluate the 
process of LS  

Action Steps:  
1. Analyse data and write up 

dissertation.   
2. Plan interview questions designed to 

answer the research questions. 
Schedule and record interviews. 

3. Observe and then reflect on L3 with 
Teachers observing. Collect whole 
class feedback. Complete post LS 
group reflective report.  

 

Met with both teachers outside of school, after the end of term. Interviews were semi structured. Some 
surprising findings from both teachers – my initial thoughts are that T1 was more responsive to inclusion 
and trying new things. T2 was less confident in herself, but more aware of her responsibility towards 
SEND students. For both teachers, there was a sense of a clash between the standards agenda and 
inclusive teaching. Inclusive approaches were seen as ‘fun’. I think I was over literal in my interpretation of 
social constructivist approaches to teacher learning. I should have given more evidence of the efficacy of 
these approaches. Also I should not have delivered the first lesson. Needed more on epistemology and 
HOW pupils learn. More proof of the efficacy of approaches.  PLS3: This conversation was amazing! 
Teachers were very positive about their experience of LS. They wanted to find a balance between ‘fun’ 
and skill/drill. They both felt that metacognition was very useful and understood the enormous impact that 
literacy difficulties were having on the students.  

Amended Plan: Research focus: Does the newly created hand book support the use of lesson study to 

help teachers develop more knowledge of both tacit skills and strategies for inclusion. Trial work book with 
other teachers and NQTs next year. 
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Appendix 2: Initial Training  
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Appendix 3: Lesson Study Documents: 

- Post Lesson discussion records 

- Completed observation sheet example 

- Research Lesson PowerPoints 

- Student feedback examples 

- Final LS Group Report  

Post Lesson Discussion Record L1  

Post Lesson Discussion Record – RL 1 

Date: 4/7/2016                                           Time:  3:30 – 4:45                         Participants: T1, T2, R            

 HG DA 

What progress did each 
pupil make? Was this 
enough?  
 
What about others in the 
group of learners they typify?  
 
 
Do we need to revise our 
assessment of any pupils?  

Made some progress. Very engaged, 
following in her group.  
Hard to measure Maths progress but 
pupil interview suggests she made a 
great deal of progress ‘In the [summer 
exam] I didn’t know how to do word 
questions, but now I do’ 
 
Other pupils who are similar learners 
were very engaged.  

Took girls off task – does she 
lack confidence? 
She took the girls off task in 
group task.  
 
Was able to explain how they 
had constructed their problem to 
the class and to talk through the 
answer.  
 
We are not sure if she completed 
others’ calculations 
independently?  
She needs more 1:1 support and 
encouragement.  

How did the teaching being 
developed help or hinder the 
pupils’ learning? (Maybe a 
bit of both)  
 
 
What surprises were there?  
 
 
 
 
Did we find out anything of 
note about the way they 
were learning?  
 

Group work with one other student 
was good, but higher ability student 
definitely took the lead in the tasks. 
Should HG have more of a leadership 
role?  
 
They couldn’t access the starter. The 
level of engagement 
 
 
She was talking with S and mainly on 
task and focused. She was very 
positive about lesson.  
 
Although she could isolate numbers 
and operations, her numeracy skills 
meant that the numbers were not  

Group may  negatively affect 
confidence/ability to take risks? 
Enjoyment? Over time, would 
that improve?  
Wasn’t pointed to the glossary 
sheet to support her vocabulary.  
 
Never seen her like that – 
talking, taking part.  
 
 
Her literacy is a massive barrier. 
She was the Scribe, started to 
write – literacy got in the way 
and she handed to R.  
 

 For both students, this was a massive change from usual teaching style.  

 What aspect (s) of our 
teaching could be adjusted 
next time to improve the 
progress of our case pupils 
and all pupils?  
 

- Teach them HOW to use resources 
- Assessment of the learning (Maths)  
- Too complex? Leaping steps: ‘Can I create and solve complex word 

problems?’ 
- Need more NUMERACY in there.  

 
So what should we try next 
time?  
 

- Fun drill 
- Sentence starters – translating symbols – words, word- symbols 
- Authentic questions.  
- Start with very simple questions, get them really picking Qs apart.  
- More explicit numeracy drill.  
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Post Lesson Discussion RL 2  
 
Post Lesson Discussion Record – RL 2 
Date: 6/7/2016                                           Time:  3:30 – 4:45                         Participants: T1, 
T2, R            

 HG DA 

What progress did each pupil 
make? Was this enough?  
 
 
 
What about others in the 
group of learners they typify? 
 
 
Do we need to revise our 
assessment of any pupils?  

 She understands a lot more 
of the vocabulary, which she 
didn’t before. Answered one 
question independently. 
Responded that she felt she 
knew a lot more than before. 
Completed and explained one 
of the easier questions.   
 
Most students completed 2 or 
more questions  
 
Her literacy needs are greater 
than we assumed 

She did make progress. 
Literacy was excellent and 
although couldn’t complete a 
word question on her own, it 
was because she had the 
most complicated one. She 
did find the operations she 
needed.  
 
Her understanding of literacy 
is higher than we expected. 
Numeracy remains.  

How did the inclusive 
strategies being trialled help 
or hinder the pupils’ learning? 
Use the observation sheet  
and evaluate specific  
strategies in the discussion. 
(Maybe a bit of both) 
 
 
What surprises were there?  
 
 
 
 
Did we find out anything of 
note about the way they were 
learning?  
 

 Bingo was confusing in 
design and delivery. Should 
have completed gap fills first, 
with vocab sheets, then 
played bingo. Pupil enjoyed 
the bingo and reported that it 
supported learning once she 
understood it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figuring out the task and 
class discussion was actually 
really good for them 

Bingo was confusing in 
design and delivery. Should 
have completed gap fills first, 
with vocab sheets, then 
played bingo. Pupil reported 
that bingo was enjoyable.  
 
 
Task choice was a bad idea. 
Needed negotiation with the 
teacher.  
 
 
 
 
She did better than HG on the 
word sort activity 

Pupil ability statements were too challenging.  

 What aspect (s) of our 
teaching could be adjusted 
next time to improve the 
progress of our case pupils 
and all pupils?  
 

We needed more of a focus on strategy use and metacognition 
– getting students to really engage with, evaluate and then 
apply the strategies.  

 
So what should we try next 
time?  
 

Further teaching of explicit strategies. Simpler task designs! 
Teachers need to plan what they teach! T2 wanted to try 
diagrams as an alternative to the checklist, given the students’ 
literacy difficulties.  
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Post LS 3 Group Reflection  
 
Summary Lesson Study: LS group Reflection for Report 
Date:  10/7/2016                                            Time:  3:30 – 4:45                         Participants: T1, T2, R            

Overall assessment record of pupil progress in the Lesson Study  

Pupils  Meet success criteria Exceed success 
criteria 

Fall short of success 
criteria 

Case pupil DA    

Case pupil HG     

 

No in class expected 
to have:  

22   

Number in class who 
actually:  

12 6 4 

 

 What were the main things you discovered about how the pupils learned mathematics? 

- Pupils did not vote in the lesson for using pictures, which we felt was a very useful strategy.  

- We had to teach them how to use the strategies  
- Pupils reacted very well to group work and games, which increased engagement 
- Pupils learned well from peer teaching 

In what ways will you change your teaching in the future?  

- Teacher enthusiasm  
- We will teach students how to use strategies explicitly 
- Allowing students to move around the class 

- Creating a balance between books/worksheets/practice and more fun and engaging lessons.  
- Adapt our teacher talk and model critical thinking skills 
- We will take more risks and experiment with different approaches and strategies. 

What were the main things you learned about the pupils you did not know so clearly before?  

- Their literacy was a huge barrier to learning that we had not considered 
- They find teacher explanations confusing  

- They sometimes misjudge their own understanding and think they know more than they do.  
- Their lack of engagement can be addressed through teaching  
- They liked strategies and used them effectively and want independence 

 
In what ways will this inform your future practice?  

- We will pay closer attention to individual students 
- We will ask for student voice 

- We will change our explanations and ensure we can present problems in different ways 
- We will make use of display and other resources to support independence (things like check lists 

and problem solving steps)  
 

What other things have you learned about teaching or learning not captured in 1 or 2?  

- It really matters how you present a problem and how you give instructions.  
- Using a practical, assessment for learning and interactive introduction to topics can increase 

engagement and is important  
- Having to present and having roles in groups kept them accountable.  

 
How will this change your teaching in future?  

- We will present problems more clearly in future and present/create strategies with the students  
- We will present topics in the first 1-2 lessons in a practical, engaging way which allows for peer 

learning  

- We will use more structured group-work in Maths  

 Are there any implications for the mathematics curriculum, assessment or pedagogy?  

The curriculum is moving towards problem solving and pupils need to be prepared. Word elements are 
increasing and we need more literacy teaching in Maths.  
We will assess their ability with numeracy skills and with problem-solving separately to inform our 
teaching.  
 

What key learning will you share with colleagues in school?  

We will share the importance of displays to support learning.  
We need to start teaching problem-solving skills earlier in year 7 and 8  
Peer teaching and pupils presenting to one another is both effective and engaging.  
The impact of literacy on Maths  
The need to present concepts and processes in different ways for different pupils.  
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Research Lesson PowerPoints  

Lesson 1 
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Lesson 2  
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Lesson 3 
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Student feedback examples  

Post Lesson Interviews with Pupils                        Lesson Number: 1 

Date:  4/7/2016                                            Time:    14:00               Case Pupils Present: HG 

What did you enjoy 
most about the lesson?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
What did you learn 
(What can you do now 
that you could not do? 
What can you do 
better? How is it better?  
 
 
What aspects of the 
teaching worked best 
for you?  
 
 
 
 
 
What did you find hard 
to learn?  
 
 
 
Would you know why it 
was hard?  
 
 
 
 
If the same lesson is 
being taught to another 
group what would you 
change?  
 
 
 
What part of the 
teaching and learning 
did not help you?  
 
 

Going around answering questions, figuring it out in groups 
because if I struggle then people help me. Explanations from 
teachers are better because they know more, but sometimes 
teacher explanations are not clear. A friend would explain more 
clearly. Also, we had enough time, and did tasks. We chatted a bit, 
but we did the work. It might be different with just one teacher 
because we might chat more.  
 
How to answer word questions. When I had them in the exam, I 
didn’t know. Now I do. How do you do them? You get the numbers 
and use drawings. You look at the language and find the 
operations. It can be clear or not clear language.  
 
 
 
Group work. 
Instructions and lists (Steps)  
The feedback made me feel more confident because it doesn’t 
matter if you get it wrong.  
Modelled examples helped when you sent through it on the board. 
I like the PowerPoint.  
 
 
It was hard at the start, with the beginning task. I watched the 
example. But by the end of the lesson I got it.  
 
 
 
It was hard because of the maths and because of the words for the 
operations. The language to describe the operations and the order 
to do them in was hard.  
 
 
 
 
Put people with people they don’t normally work with (So there is 
no chatting). The lesson design helped with behaviour because of 
group work and moving around. Sometimes we don’t get what he 
is saying. 
 
 
 
None of it. It was a good lesson.  
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Whole Class Feedback – After lesson 3 we asked the class to anonymously write a short 
comment about What Went Well and and Even Better If about the Lesson Study Lessons. 

Comments are below. 

WWW EBI  

 Straightforward Lessons 

 Checklist (and your lessons – Miss 
Brown)  

 It helps you solve hard equations 
that have multiplications  

 It was different. 

 I understand both methods of 
checklist and drawing because it 
makes you visualise the questions 
clearly and I liked the group work, 
when we made our own word 
problems and we moved around.  

 I enjoyed the bingo game the most 
because it helped me with 
identifying the operations.  

 It was helpful, visual diagrams helps 
solving  

 3rd lesson helped a lot I liked 
diagrams 
I loved the group work  

 I only liked bingo 

 Checklist  

 I liked working in a group 

 I liked working with the checklist, it 
made problems easier to figure out.  

 Diagrams were easier to work with 
depending on the problem.  

 I enjoyed the group work and the 
bingo 

 What helped me to understand was 
the group work and the pictures.  

 I like using the checklist because any 
of the words can come in the exam 

 I liked doing diagrams  

 I became more better at word 
problems.  

 Understanding the word problem, 
checklist and independent and group 
work  

 The work and teaching was 
constructive 

 Groupwork 

 First lesson was best, I think the 
diagrams do help but I prefer the 
checklist 

 

 Don’t feel any improvement, though 

 Hated diagrams 
 
 

 

 To be more interesting. 
 
 
 
 
 

 The group work  
 
 

 Teachers talk too much 

 Explain more. I didn’t like bingo 

 I never found it useful because I got 
kinda bored.  

 Drawing  
 
 
 
 
 

 The last lesson did not make sense 
 
 

 I did not like the way we was learning 

 Make the lesson fun and improve 
teaching skills.  

 I didn’t like the checklist and the 
diagrams, it was confusing 

 More examples on how to do the 
equations 

 Everything confused me and I didn’t 
understand how you explained the 
problems.  

 More practice with checklist. 

 I didn’t get every one right because 
some methods were more 
complicated.  

 I haven’t learned anything during this 
lesson.  
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Final Lesson Study Group Report  
 

Inclusive Teaching in Maths 

We had found problem solving presented one of the challenges for low-
attaining Y9 students. They often struggled, particularly with multi-step word 
problems. Our aim was to develop an inclusive teaching using evidence-based 
approaches for lower-attaining pupils, to teaching the topic that we could share 
and develop across the school. 

Reasons for the focus of the lesson study 

We had found word problems presented one of the biggest barriers to progress in 
mathematics for our low attaining Y9 students. They often struggled to identify the 
mathematical operations and identify all the steps in the problem in order to solve it 
accurately. Our aim was to develop an approach to teaching the topic that we could 
share and develop across the school, particularly as the new Mathematics GCSE 
requires higher order thinking and problem-solving skills to a greater extent than 
before. We recognised that this would mean our students would be presented with 
new challenges and we wanted to think about how we could support students, 
particularly at the lower end of the attainment range to develop strategies to attack 
word problems. We also wanted to look at engagement in and attitude to Maths. 
Teachers felt that their students lacked confidence in Maths and therefore did not 
engage with it.  

Context 

We had previously worked on word problems in Y9 and students had struggled 
with them. This was a low set, second from the bottom, and many of the pupils had 
difficulties with literacy as well as Mathematics. We decided that our first lesson 
would focus on showing the students how word problems are made, to encourage 
a deeper conceptual understanding. We also wanted to introduce them to tools 
they could use to support their learning – such as checklists. The purpose of the 
first lesson was also diagnostic – we wanted to see how the students thought about 
word problems, where their misconceptions and difficulties lay, and build on this. 
We knew that much of their learning to date had looked at procedures for attacking 
word problems and we expected to uncover a range of knowledge and 
confidences. We wanted to consider how we could bring the learning up to what we 
thought of as a floor standard in line with the changes in national expectations. We 
also wanted to consider how we might use the practical resources to do this so 
they could ‘see’ the problems in action. We deliberately used evidence-based 
teaching approaches that have been proven to improve engagement and 
attainment for pupils in low attainment groups or who have SEND. These were 
woven through the lessons.  

What we did in our lesson study lessons 

Lesson 1 
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In the first lesson the learning objective was: ‘Can I create and solve complex word 
problems?’ We wanted to teach the students how word problems are constructed 
so we modelled the steps to solve a word problem and wrote a checklist with the 
students. We then modelled how to create a word problem from a calculation. Next, 
students worked in groups to construct their own word problems from random 
numbers. They had to include at least two operations. It was evident there was a 
wide range of confidences and knowledge amongst the students in the class; many 
had a limited understanding of the vocabulary of BIDMAS and the term operations. 
They could create word problems, but not solve the ones created by their peers. 
We realised that literacy was a massive barrier. We decided that they needed even 
more language input – linking words to operations, they needed to be taught to use 
the checklist strategies more effectively and they needed drill. We also wanted to 
build in more explicit assessment as teachers did not feel progress was 
measurable unless through individual attempts at questions. The evidence-based, 
inclusive strategies that we trialled were tight timings, group work, presentation, 
roles within a group, and authentic contexts.  

 Lesson 2 

In lesson 2, the focus was on literacy and translating between words and 
operations. The Learning Objective was: ‘Can I identify order and apply operations 
in word problems?’ we began with a word question and asked the students to find 
the words that linked to the operations. We then gave them an exercise where they 
had to categorise the words according to the mathematical operation they referred 
to and followed with a cloze task of ‘gap-fill bingo’ where they had to place the 
words for operations into the gaps. This was intended as engaging drill to 
consolidate their learning of the literacy of word problems. Finally, the students 
were asked to use the checklist we had developed with them in lesson one, to 
solve word-problems individually – so that we could gauge the effectiveness of the 
teaching so far. Students were using the checklist strategy we had taught them and 
showed a much better understanding of the language of word problems.  

Lesson 3 

Our third lesson sought to consolidate the earlier work on solving word problems. 
The learning objective was: Can I apply different strategies to help me 
independently solve word problems?’ We wanted to increase students’ growing 
independence. We also wanted them to reflect on the strategies they could use 
and start to make choices and evaluate problem-solving approaches. We 
introduced the strategy of drawing pictures and diagrams to help solve word 
problems. We then discussed why this was a useful strategy. We then set another 
problem and asked half the class to solve it using diagrams/pictures and half to 
solve it using the check list. We had a discussion with the students about which 
strategy was more useful to them and why. Students completed questions working 
individually using the strategy of their choice. At the end of the lesson, we collected 
their feedback anonymously about which strategy worked best for them and 
whether they felt the series of lessons had been effective.  

What we observed in the lessons 
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In the first lesson we presented word problems for conceptual understanding. We 
had hypothesised that the difficulties they had were procedural, finding the data 
they needed to solve the problem. We found that for some students, breaking down 
and recreating word problems – showing their link to calculations was useful. But 
we also found that they did not understand a lot of a vocabulary for operations. 
While this was (at least partially addressed) it highlighted for us that we should not 
make assumptions about knowledge when introducing a new topic or idea. Also, 
that literacy has an enormous impact on Mathematical understanding and further, 
that it is not possible to definitively list words for operations as some are vague, or 
phrasal or have more than one application. When we had focused on vocabulary in 
the second lesson, we found that the majority of students were more confident in 
solving word problems independently in the third lesson. As we had supposed, the 
choice of strategies (diagrams or checklists) was good as many students had a 
definite preference and they were able to evaluate which method they preferred. 
We also noted that we should not expect students to use strategies if they had not 
been trained.  

We observed that students responded very well to group work and constructivist 
approaches in terms of engagement. They worked well together and were willing to 
play their role. There were some concerns that this made individual assessment 
more difficult and that they were choosing merely be passengers in group work. 
Students reported that they enjoyed the group work a great deal, and that peers 
explained things in a sometimes more accessible manner than did teachers. In 
individual work, following training on literacy issues and problem-solving strategies, 
for students with poor numeracy skills struggled with the calculations involved, 
even when they had identified the calculation correctly. This held them back. It also 
signalled to us that we do not always give students sufficient time to practise and 
consolidate their methods and thinking. We used thinking aloud to talk through 
methods and asked the students to do the same and to write their process down. It 
helped them to sort out their ideas and understanding of the sequence of events 
when solving a problem. 

What we have learned 

We have learned that we should: 

 Use a mix of ‘fun’ constructivist techniques, balanced with direct instruction, 
individual practice and drill to increase engagement. Look for ways to develop 
AFL into these so that we can accurately judge progress though less formal 
activities.  

 Use practical resources such as checklists, manipulatives, and displays to 
build students’ independence. We should train students in using these 
resources and strategies, so that they are able to choose appropriately for 
their personal preference and the most effective method of solving a problem.  

 Give students plenty of time to consolidate learning through practicing different 
questions. Keep the pace of the lessons at the pace the learners need, so that 
they are really consolidating learning before moving on. Think carefully about 
barriers to learning we may not have considered, such as literacy difficulty in 
the ways that we explain Maths. 
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 Celebrate and encourage progress and look for incremental steps of progress 
in individuals. Use questioning and dialogue with students to drill down into 
their thinking and where they may be stuck and encourage them to participate 
more fully in lessons.  

 Ensure students are given opportunities to articulate their thinking through 
presentations, group work and questioning, so that we can easily identify 
conceptual misunderstandings and we can ensure they have a conceptual as 
well as procedural understanding of the Maths. Also, so that we can capitalise 
on the ‘Zone of Proximal Development’ and give them a chance to learn from 
peers as well as us. We don’t always give the clearest explanations!  

 Consult pupils more to get their opinion of what is working for them in our 
teaching. Take risks and continue to experiment with different ways to 
communicate the learning to them. Inclusive teaching is a big shift and we 
need to trial strategies to make sure that they do impact on learning. This 
requires time to see if they work.  

 

How we plan to disseminate our learning 

This lesson study was part of a masters project, so findings will be shared through 
the completed dissertation. We have also shared our findings with the rest of the 
Maths Department and posted this report on the bulletin board in the staff room. 
We have spoken to the deputy head for teaching and learning about our project 
and lesson study groups will run twice a year as part of the schools’ CPD offer.  
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Appendix 4: LS for Inclusion Handbook -  Contents  

Lesson Study for inclusive practice 

Contents 

An introduction to Lesson Study  

What is inclusion?  

High – quality teaching  

Teaching skills  

High – quality learning  

Inclusive pedagogy  

Theories of learning   

What does the evidence say?  

Placing yourself  

Deciding our objectives  

Lesson Study Protocol  

Observation proformas  

How to observe – what to look for  

A personal reflection 
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Appendix 5:  Interview questions and section of coded transcript 
 
Interview Questions 

 How did you find the overall experience of lesson study?  

 What do you mean?  

 Do you think you wouldn’t take a risk?  

 what was a part of your teaching practice that you learned about, that you might 
change?  

 In the initial discussion, we talked about memory being a major barrier in learning for 
SEN students. We tried a lot of things that were ‘memorable’ like bingo and group work 
and moving around the room. What do you think the effect of these strategies on 
learning was?  

 You have said that doing this lesson study that it you feel that it improved your overall 
teaching practice. Has it, raised your awareness of inclusive practice and what that is?  

 How so?  

 Can you give an example of what you were doing before?  

 So actually, what did this make you think about doing next?  

 You mentioned student feedback earlier and how it helped you change your practice, 
can you remember anything specific about the feedback that they gave?  

 One of the questions was about understanding barriers to learning. The ability to see 
not only where a child is stuck, but also WHY a child is stuck. You raised literacy as 
barrier to learning. What do you think you learned about the barriers these girls have?  

 Do you feel like you will be better equipped, worse equipped or the same, to now 
address that barrier?  

 Before you did the LS, how would you characterise your view of that class? What was 
your opinion of them?  

 Now you have done the LS, has that view changed? If so, how?  

 Would you now ‘Change what you were saying’?  

 In our initial discussion, You saw the engagement in Maths and attitude to Maths as the 
biggest barrier to learning. Would you still say it is such an important factor? 

 Do you think that can be done by a whole class teacher or does that need intervention?  

 Before we did the LS, the two major barriers we identified were the basics of numeracy 
and lack of engagement or a poor attitude to maths. We also talked about the literacy. 
We designed the LS to address literacy. Do you think also we also addressed the 
basics of numeracy and engagement?  

 Wasn’t the aim that they were engaged in the learning and practicing through the 
activities we designed? ,  

 One of the things you mentioned earlier was student feedback and in that explanations 
came up a lot. It was something that came up in our discussions after the lessons as 
well. You talked about how you would always explain a word problem using algebra. 
Would you change the way you did that now? If so, why and how?  

 On a PP there are a load of strategies you could use. When you look at a PP, how 
many would you actually use?  

 Having done the lesson study has that changed and how?  

 So we used the checklist. We built the checklist with the kids in the first lesson. How 
time consuming was that, really?  

 You talked about LS being having been valuable to you. But also about it being the 
start of a process. How would that process of professional development develop? What 
would you need to embed these practices more in your practice, so that they become 
tacit knowledge, they become something you just do rather than something you have to 
think about and plan?  

 As a second in department, you have had this experience of Joint Professional 
Development in the LS. How could you take what you learned from LS, how can you 
take that learning forward and make those developments within your department?  
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Appendix 6:  
Coded transcript excerpt:  Post – Lesson Study Interview with T1 
20/7/2016 
 
How did you find the overall experience of lesson study?  
I found the whole process, on a personal level I found the actual experience of 
lesson study quite beneficial, 
Teacher experience of LS 
 more so for my teaching than for like, personalisation or the inclusivity. If that 
makes sense?  
Understanding of inclusion 
What do you mean?  
I think that comparison that you made before about lesson observations being 
quite threatening. Personally, I think in an observation, I would try to like, try to 
tick boxes. Be very conscious of what’s going on, so that I didn’t… Try to avoid 
negatives? as opposed to trying something.  
Reflective 
Do you think you wouldn’t take a risk?  
Yes, Yeah Yeah, I mean I have taken risks and it hasn’t you know, worked out 
necessarily. In an observation. I think they always seem to work out better if 
you’re being quite safe.  
Standards agenda 
I find yeah, not to focus on negatives trying just to kind of stick to the basics and 
do the basic quite well. I don’t know how beneficial it was to get feedback off 
those observations. I found this was much more much more enlightening for 
just like general teaching practice 
Teacher experience of LS 
Not to say that it wasn’t beneficial on the personalisation level. It clearly was. 
But I found that I was more struck by how beneficial it was just from a teaching 
point of view. Maybe because its’ the same thing.  
Reflective / Teacher experience of LS 
If inclusive practice is about changing your teaching so that all children 
can access the learning, what was a part of your teaching practice that 
you learned about, that you might change?  
I think it was the feedback from students that was really beneficial, err the 
feedback was very, very good.  
Perception of pupils behaviour +  
The different ideas from the different teachers, to say like, try this tactic, try that 
was really good. Stuff that I wouldn’t have thought of. Stuff that I might have 
thought of myself that I wouldn’t have carried through… to have somebody to 
say ‘that’s a really good idea, yeah, lets try that out’ ummm.. yeah.  
Teacher experience of LS / Enacting LS 
What do you think the effect of these strategies on learning was?  
I am not sure whether they made the actual learning itself more memorable 
whether they made the lesson more memorable, I am still a bit skeptical about 
that.  
Pedagogy – student learning  
You have said that doing this lesson study that it you feel that it improved 
your overall teaching practice. Has it, raised your awareness of inclusive 
practice and what that is?  
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Yes, yes it has.  
How so?  
I think I was quite unaware beforehand how much they would struggle with the 
methods of teaching that I was using and I think with hindsight I am more aware 
of tailoring lessons to their needs. 
Pedagogy – student learning (Awareness of barriers)  
 I am not fully sure of how I would implement that but I am a lot more aware that 
what I was doing beforehand that I thought was being quite inclusive, probably 
wasn’t very effective for them.  
Change  
Can you give an example of what you were doing before?  
Erm… I think just kind of I did a lot more kind of drill with them, standard kind of 
introducing a topic. I would generally introduce a topic, go over the learning 
assess their understanding, give them some exercises and take the girls who 
didn’t understand it as well down to the back and go through it with them. I 
would explain it and I think the more able girls would kind of understand or be 
able to know how to try the questions. The girls who didn’t understand I would 
take maybe three or four of them down to the back and try and potentially 
repeat what I had done beforehand and spend five or ten minutes with them 
going over it and then go and see how the other girls were doing. But basically 
repeating the same practice.  
Reflective  
So actually, what did this make you think about doing next?  
I think basically changing the whole thing of that initial introduction of new 
learning. Changing that totally. Before I was introducing new learning and then, 
go through some examples, have them do some examples and then OK let 
them get on with the work and take three or four of them down to the back and 
go through it again. But I think now, I would basically change the whole 
introduction part to make it more accessible from the very start.  
Reflective / Change  
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Appendix 7: Detailed TIEP Results (Sharma et al., 2012)  
 

Question  T1        T2        

  Pre LS  
Post LS 
Score 

Pre LS 
Score 

Post LS 
Score 

Inclusive Instruction                 

5. I can accurately gauge student 
comprehension of what I have taught Agree 5 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 

6. I can provide appropriate challenges 
for very capable students StAgree 6 

Strongly 
Agree 6 

Strongly 
Agree 6 

Strongly 
Agree 6 

10. I am confident in designing learning 
tasks so that the individual needs of 
students with disabilities are 
accommodated 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 Agree 5 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 Agree 5 

14. I am confident in my ability to get 
students to work together in pairs or in 
small groups Agree 5 Agree 5 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 Agree 5 

15. I can use a variety of assessment 
strategies (e.g., book assessment, 
Formative assessment, modified tests, 
summative assessment) Agree 5 Agree 5 Agree 5 Agree 5 

18. I am able to provide an alternate 
explanation or example when students 
are confused Agree 5 Agree 5 

Strongly 
Agree 6 

Strongly 
Agree 6 

 Possible total score: 36 Total 
3
0   

3
0   

2
9   31 

Collaboration                 

4. I can assist families in helping their 
children do well in school Agree 5 Agree 5 Agree 5 Agree 5 

3. I can make parents feel comfortable 
coming to school 

Strongly 
Agree 6 

Strongly 
Agree 6 Agree 5 Agree 5 

12. I can collaborate with other 
professionals (e.g., peripatetic teachers 
or speech therapists) in designing 
educational plans for students with 
disabilities 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 

Strongly 
Agree 6 Agree 5 Agree 5 

13. I am able to work jointly with other 
professionals and staff (e.g., aides, 
other teachers) to teach students with 
disabilities in the classroom Agree 5 

Strongly 
Agree 6 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 

Strongly 
Agree 6 

9. I am confident in my ability to get 
parents involved in school activities of 
their children with disabilities 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 

16. I am confident in informing others 
who know little about laws and policies 
relating to the inclusion of students with 
disabilities 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 Agree 5 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 Agree 5 

 Possible total score: 36 Total  
2
8   

3
2   

2
7   30 

Managing Behaviour                 

2. I am able to calm a student who is 
disruptive or noisy Agree 5 Agree 5 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 

1. I can make my expectations clear 
about student 
behaviour Agree 5 Agree 5 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 

7. I am confident in my ability to 
prevent disruptive behaviour in the 
classroom before it occurs 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 Agree 5 

Disagree 
Somewhat 3 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 

8. I can control disruptive behaviour in 
the classroom Agree 5 Agree 5 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 

Agree 
Somewhat 4 

11. I am able to get children to follow 
classroom rules Agree 5 Agree 5 Agree 5 Agree 5 

17. I am confident when dealing with 
students who are physically aggressive Agree 5 Agree 5 

Disagree 
Somewhat 3 

Disagree 
Somewhat 3 
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 Possible section score: 36 
Section 
Total 

2
9   

3
0   

2
3   24 

 Possible total score: 108 Total  87   92   
7
9   85 

 

 

T1 T2  

Domain Pre Post Pre Post Total possible 

Inclusive instruction 30  33 29 31 36 

Collaboration 28 32 27 30 36 

Managing Behaviour 29 30 23 24 36 

Totals 87 95 79 85 106 

 

Appendix 8: Coding Results Table  

  

T1 T2 

D1 D3 Interview  D1 D3 Interview 

Theme Code  No. % No. % No % No % No % No % 

B
ar

ri
e

rs
 t

o
 

in
cl

u
si

ve
 p

ra
ct

ic
e

  

Time         10       1       
Difficulty of use 1   1   7       1   1   
Doubt in effectiveness 
for outcomes      2   4       4       
Standards 
agenda/exams     1   4           2   

  Totals: 
1   4   25       6   3   

Ef
fi

ca
cy

  

Change      4   14       3   12   
Ownership 7   3       5   3       
Perception - 
emotional attribute 2   2                   
Perception - 
motivation (+)         3       2   6   
Perception - 
motivation (-)  1   3               2   
Perception - 
Behaviour (+)          2               
Perception - 
Behaviour (-)  2       1               
Reflective     2   6       3   10   
Thinking from a 
students'perspective 2   2   2       2   6   

  Totals: 14   16   28   5   13   36   

K
n

o
w

le
d

ge
 Strategies (how)  4   8   3   5   13   16   

Students 6   8   13   2   6   11   
Curriculum (what)  3   3   3   4       2   
Understanding 
inclusion     3   6           9   

    13   22   25   11   19   38   

  Total  28   42   78   16   38   77   
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